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Introduction.
It is now just upon sixteen years since I read my paper at
tlie International Medical Congress of 1881 on the Influence of

Milk in Spreading Zymotic Disease. I was at that time able
to place on record 73 outbreaks of disease as having been
tract d to the agency of milk. Of these, there were 50 in which
enteric fever was in question, ir were of scarlatina, and 7 of

diphtheria. I dealt in my paper in brief with the history of

infectious disease as traceable to milk, and went on to show
what were the lessons which were to be learned as a result of

a consideration of the several outbreaks and their surrounding
circumstances, with suggestions for further legislative action.

This paper, with its voluminous abstracts and tables, was
printed in the Transactions of the Congress. Some important
administrative improvements have followed, and the paper
and tabulations have served as a mine of facts and references
for subsequent writers at home and abroad. It has
seemed to me, however, that the time has come when it

would be advantageous to compare the intervening years’
experience with our previous knowledge of milkborne disease,
and to see how we stand to-day in the matter. Accordingly,
I have issued extensively systematic series of queries to
all medical officers and others concerned with any milk epi-
demics of which I have been able to find either casual or
other notice, and have carefully tabulated them and en-
deavoured to supplement and to organise on a unform basis
all the available information which I have been able to pro-
cure from various sources on this subject. The labour has
been very considerable, and has extended over no small
period of time, but I hope that the results will be
considered commensurate. Thus I have have striven to
render as complete as possible the history of milksproad
infectious disease since 1881. At the same time I may as
well state at the outset that I have had occasion to omit
many so-called “milk outbreaks” on account of the scanty
thread which ran through the argument for milk as the vera
causa of the particular epidemic, and I have included only such
as have seemed to me to bear the light of close investigation
upon them in this connection. There are other and well
founded milk outbieaks which find no place in my summary
of facts by reason of my ignorance of the circumstances; of
this I feel quite sure, as it seems impossible to cull all the
data necessary for a complete and absolutely compiehensive
record of milkborne occurrences of infectious maladies. But
if these things be, they only serve to emphasise the magni-
tude of the statistics of preventable sickness which are in
evidence in relation with milk as a cause. I am, therefore,
the less troubled at the absence of record of local outbreaks of
which others may know, though I should have been glad if

my publicly expressed desire for information of facts had
included the missing data. And here I would take the oppor-
tunity of tendering my sincere thanks to those health officers
who have kindly responded to my wishes, and have placed
at my dispr'sal their own personal experience of milkspread
disease. To the reports of the Medical Department of the
Local Government Board, also, I am greatly and largely
indebted, the admirable manner in which the facts arising in
connection with the investigated occurrences have been
handled having facilitated my deductions in no small degree.
As on the last occasion, I have stated the particulars of the

recorded outbreaks in the abstract under the following head-
ings :

I, Date of outbreak; 2, locality; 3, reporter; 4, total num-
ber of cases

; 5, deaths
; 6, number of cases amongst drinkers

of infected milk; 7, percentage to total cases
; 8, number of

families supplied by milkman: 9, number of such families
invaded; 10. percentage; 1 1, sanitary circumstances of farm
or dairy from which milk was derived

; 12, exciting cause of
outbreak; 13, circumstances implicating milk

; 14, facts show-
ing si.ecial incidence of the disease; 15, references to sources
of information.

The 73 outbreaks in my 1881 abstract have given place to

an additional 95 on the present occasion—namely, typhoid
fever 48, as against 50; scarlatina 32, as against 15 ;

and diph-
theria and allied throat ailments 15, as against 7. I am con-
fident even so that these but touch the fringe of the matter,
especially if I had sought abroad for evidences of epidemics
traced to milk. As a matter of fact, I have been content to

locate myself to the four quarters of the United Kingdom,
except in one or two instances where special trouble has been
taken to bring to my notice the recorded facts.

Fresh Elements since 1881.

It will be unnecessary for me to in any wise refer to the
question of causation of disease by the agency of milk as
being contentious in any degree. As far back as the seventies
the matter was practically placed within the pale of certainty,
and assuredly by 1881 the public had come to recognise the
relationship between milk and disease as clearly proven. At
the same time the matter has undergone rapid development,
to a large extent due to the very able and elaborate investiga-
tions conducted by Mr. W. H. Power, F R.S., the assistant
medical officer of the Local Government Board, whose lucid
reports, aided by the bacteriological inquiries of Dr. Klein,
have demonstrated beyond doubt that there is direct causal
relationship between conditions of milch cows and disease
in the human subject, in the cases of diphtheria and scarla-

tina. The Hendon outbreak of 1885, of which I shall have
occasion to speak, has become classical in <he region of epi-
demiology, the relationship of teat and udder eruptions in
the milch cow to scarlatina in man having been brought pro-
minently forward in masterly fashion in the papers published
by the late Sir George Buchanan, and containing reports
from the pens of Mr. Power, the late Dr. Cameron of Hendon,
and Dr. Klein. It is the recognition of the cow as herself
having to do with the infective quality of her milk that has
chiefly marked the last ten or twelve years in the direction
of added knowledge as to milkborne disease. It has been a
hard fight to secure the verdict of veterinary authorities in
favour of the view held at Whitehall, but just as the theory
of aerially-spread small-pox had to be maintained in the face
of great opposition, finally to be accepted by the leading
public health experts of the day, so has the theory of cow-
borne maladies had to be contended for, but the result in the
long run has been the same.

I therefore am in the pleasant position to-day of being able
to start at once on a short statement of the chief facts given
in ray abstract, without the necessity of having to prove that
milk can cause infectious sickness. My task is rather to de-
monstrate wherein Ije the principal needs for further care in
the processes of dairying and the like

;
and the task is of a

nature to afford sanitarians with material for uncomfortable
reflection, seeing that its fulfilment must bring out facts
which are to our national discredit.

First of all, then, I will deal with those phases of disease
outbreaks which are exhibited by two or all three, of the dis-

eases which form the bulk of local occurrences finding place
in my abstract.

Obstructive Difficulties in Local Inquiries.

I may perhaps at the outset refer to a circumstance which
militates against attempts to elucidate the origin and method
of spi-ead of milkborne disease, and that is the wilful with-
holding of information pertinent to the success of the investi-
gation. Such withholding has in the past been practised on
more than one occasion and by more than one class of indi-
viduals. Take, for example, the case of the outbreak of
diphtheria at Ealing in January, 1887 (No. D. 8), and inquired
into by Mr. Power for the Local (Government Board, where
the reporter states that mainly default of evidence was due
to disregard by particular people in Ealing of appeals made
to them directly and individually for information on the
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subject of the outbreak. Thus of 19 medical practitioners
personally urged by the Ealing Saniiary Authority to give
information, and furnished with forms for facilitating its

record and transmission, not more than ii supplied facts of

the sort asked for; other 8 either sending no reply at all or

refusing the names and addresses of their patients. Some
few, too, of private residents in the place believed to have
suffered throat illness in their families disregarded the appli-

cation made to them by Mr. Power by circular letter
;
among

them being a gentleman, a customer of the suspected dairy,

who had lost a child by diphtheria.

Special Incidences op Milkborne Disease.
In some outbreaks traced to milk the incidences on special

sections of the community have been excessively heavy or
singular. These sections have sometimes been whole villages,

at other times they have been merely the residents in some
very restricted local area, or even a single dwelling. In the
case of an outbreak of concurrent scarlatina, diphtheria, and
throat illness at Upton, in February, 1889 (No. S. 18), as
many as 77 per cent, of the households using tbe implicated
milk were invaded, and 37 per cent, of the contained members
were attacked. In the case of an outbreak of scarlatina at

Glasgow in August, 1892 (No. S. 24), out of 193 families sup-
plied with a particular milk service in one round, there were

57 families invaded and 91 individuals attacked
;

whilst of

166 families on another round there were 37 families invaded
and 59 individuals attacked. Moreover, in one street 21

families, being more than half those supplied with the milk,
were invaded, and yielded 29 cases.

Concurrent Diseases.
Another feature of milk outbreaks not altogether infre-

quently met with is the concurrence at the same place, and,
indeed, in some instances in the same individual, of multiple
diseases. In the case just before mentioned— that of Upton—
which, together with the adjacent town of Macclesfield, was
visited by a milkborne epidemic, the three diseases of

scarlatina, diphtheria, and allied throat maladies, were con-
current in the invading localities. The outburst was of
scarlatina, quite suddenly, after long absence of the disease;
in addition, much throat mischief was prevalent, and there
were two undoubted cases of diphtheria.
Other instances of special incidence are deserving of brief

notice. As Bush Hill Park (No. S. 21) all the cases of

scarlatina were in drinkers of the particular milk, and 33
cases arose in 22 households

;
and in the dairyman’s own

family the infant fed on “ nursery ” milk escaped, and
another child taking the implicated milk was attacked. At
Hastings, in 1893 (No. S. 27), of 20 boys in a school, the only
patients were 2 who partook of the suspected milk separately
each morning. In Ganterbury, in 1886 (No. D. 6), of 196
houses supplied either wholly or inpart by the milk, 115 were
invaded by diphtheria in a period of eight days. In a family
taking other milk at home, the only case was of a member
who took the suspected milk in his tea at a friend’s house.
At Glapham, in 1882 (No. T. F. 3), in a family of 15 persons,
only I was attacked, and he the only drinker of the milk in
a raw state. At f?t. Albans, in 1884 (No. T. F. 15), i visitor
to tbe farm in question as causing typhoid fever by its milk
supply, and who drank one glass of milk, was attacked. In
Edinburgh, in 1890 (No. T. F. 27) in a household of 9 mem-
bers the only one attacked was a young adult who nightly
partook of a large quantity of milk on coming home from a
hard day’s woik. In tbe case of typhoid fever caused by the
ingestion of ices in Greenw’icb and Rotherhithe in 1892
(No. T. F. 43), 2 boys living in different streets, but eating ice

ci’eams from the same street vendor were the only members
attacked in their respective households; and a servant girl,

who visited the invaded district on Sundays, and who partook
of ices therein, was the only one of her mistress’s household
attacked.

Help from Unpromising Facts.
The special significance of some apparently unpromising

facts in the couise of the elucidation of problems surrounding
milk outbreaks has been noticed in some cases, and this par-
ticularly in the instance of the renowned scarlatina epidemic
at Hendon and in North London, in 1885 (No. S. 10), where
Mr. Power was bothered by the exceptional absence of scarla-

tina from one locality taking milk from the farm which
seemed to be spreading the disease in the other quarters
using the milk. But he was able to demonstrate that the
locality in question did not at the time of its clean bill of
health receive milk from certain cowsheds at the farm

;
when

at a later date it also began to suffer from the malady in the
person of the milk drinkers, it was found that the cows which
in this case were the media of infection had been transferred
from infected sheds to the sheds whence the locality was
supplied. Hence the facts were after all found to have sig-

nificance tending further to inculpate the implicated milk.
And when the milk was prohibited in London, it was found
to be causing scarlatina among persons at Hendon to whom
it had, on its rejection by London, been clandestinely given.

Housing of Milch Cows.
Some amount of attention is, as will be readily agreed,

necessary to the conditions of housing of milch cows. In the
case of Hastings, in 1893 (No. S. 27), the cowsheds outside the
district were badly drained and ill-paved, and deficient in
ventilation; and Dr. Scarlyn Wilson, the health officer, is of

opinion that the febrile condition of the cows noticed was
doubtless due to the insanitary character of their housing.
The milk in question at St. Helens, in connection with an
outbreak of typhoid fever in 1895 (No. T. F. 46) came from a
shippon which was in a filthy state, and in which cows and
pigs were both housed, tbe floor being rubble-paved, a gully
being in the shippon, and inches of animal manure littering

the place. These are conditions for which there can be
adduced no reasonable excuse, cleanliness being one of the
prime essentials of all dairying businesses.

Farmers as Scavengers.
Dr. Brown, of Bacup, has drawn attention to the case of a

dairy farmer who combined the occupation of dairy farming
with that of scavenger, having in the latter capacity to see to
the removal of night soil. Dr. Brown very properly animad-
verts on this strange and dangerous multiplication of offices,

pointing out how easy it is to surmise the entry of hurtful
matter into any milk with which the farmer had to do
(No. T.F. 41).

Concealment of Infectious Disease.
The concealment of infectious disease on dairy farm pre-

mises and the like has played its part in the causation of dis-

ease through the agency of milk. At Sunderland in 1882, in
connection with an outbreak of scarlatina (No. S. 5), the ill-

ness at the dairy in question was only accidentally discovered,
it not having been reported. At a milk shop in Hull (No. S. 7)
a child was ill of scarlatina three weeks before knowledge of

the case came to the health authorities, and no steps had in

the interval been taken to guard the milk from chance of in-

fection. And these are but instances taken from the list of

epidemics summarised.

Unnotified Infectious Disease.
Near akin to concealment of disease is the subject of non-

notification. Typhoid fever of a fatal character in the person
of a farmer, and of a non-fatal sort in the person of his son,

was not reported at a farm implicated in the outbreak of that
disease in Mid-Warwickshire in 1883, reported on by Dr.

Wilson (No. T.F. 13). At Plymouth, when an outbreak of

typhoid fever occurred there in 1892 (No. T.F. 29), the
Infectious Disease (Notification) Act of 1889 was not in force.

And it is this all-impojtant matter of non-notification which
has in the past had much to do with the uninterrupted pro-

gress of many milk caused epidemics, the health body having
been kept in ignorance of the fact of disease being in their

midst unchecked until their attention has been drawn to the
circumstance by the data afforded by death registers and
other tardily received information.

Undetected Infectious Disease.
Closely allied to the matters just treated of is the discovery

of illness in the families of dairymen, farmers, and the like,

when milk has been traced to be the medium of dissemina-
tion. Thus we see in the instance of an outbreak of scarla-

tina at Greenock in 1881 (No. S. 2), that there had been cases

of that disease recently before in the farmer’s family. At
Glasgow in 1888 (No. S. 17) theie was found to have been ill-
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ness of indefinite sort of throat affection in the families of

two dairymen, whose businesses were interlaced, such ill-

nesses following on scarlatina in other members of the

families. At Grangemont in 1882 (No. T. F. 6) a case of

enteric fever was found in the house from which milk was
supplied. At Canterbury in 1886 (No. D. 6) the milkman and
his family were found to be suflfering from sore throat. And
at Limekilns in Fifeshire in 1892 (No. D. 14) a patient suffer-

ing from diphtheria was ascertained to have been walking
about the dairy premises the day following notification of his

illness, in direct contact with dairy management. These
instances serve to illustrate how great is the danger attend-

ing on the occurrence of cases of infectious disease, either

unsuspected or carelessly left in households connected with
dairying and cognate businesses.

Sick Nurses as Dairy Workers.
The case of Limekilns leads me to draw attention to two or

three instances in which the attendant on the infectious sick

was also busied in dairy work. At Wolverhampton (No. S. i)

in 1881 the milkseller was engaged in distributing milk
during the illness of her children, whom she nursed through
an attack of scarlatina, which disease was spread by the milk
thus sold. At Dundee in 1883 (No. S. 9) the milk causing
scarlatina in its consumers was stored in a kitchen wherein
was laid a boy suffering from the same disease, and whose
attendants carried on the dairying business. At Derby in

1884 (No. T. F. 16) the napkins of the initial fever patient at

the farm were washed in the farm pump trough, whilst the
mother-nurse of the patient was engaged in milking the
cows and in washing the milk cans. Here, then, are in-

stances of gross disregard for the common decencies of clean-
liness and of the common right of man to secure that his
food shall be served to him free from the conditions enticing
disease and calculated to foster infection in the very means of

life.

Storage of Milk.
The storage of milk has ever been an important matter in

the course of inquiry into milkborne epidemics, and instances
of neglect in the direction of exposure of milk to deleterious
influences in this way have been by no means infrequent.
At Shirley Warren, in Hampshire, in 1894 (No. S. 22), it was
ascertained, while inquiring into an outbreak of scarlatina
traced to milk, that the milk in question was placed without
a cover in a penthouse, under the same roof as an adjoining
house wherein was a boy suffering from the same disease, he
having also access to the penthouse while in a stage of
desquamation. At Shelf, in 1882 (No. T. F. 4), the conditions
surrounding the stored milk were extremely bad, the milk
being open to the absorption of drain air, sewage effluvia,

and the emanations from an adjoining manure heap. At
Dundee, in 1883 (No. T. F. 1 1), a boy was found to have been
sleeping in a room communicating with the milk shop, while
certified to be suffering from “ neuralgia,” though several
members of the dairymen’s family were found to have suffered
from enteric fever at the same time or thereabout. Very
crude were the notions of a farmer selling milk found to be
causing typhoid fever at Carlisle in 1886-87 (No. T. F. 20),
the milk storeroom being a small pantiy between and con-
tinuous with a kitchen and yard, the latter containing a
slaughter house, cowsheds, and an ashpit privy containing
the evacuations of a typhoid fever patient. At Edinburgh, in
1890 (No. T. F. 27), we find milk being passed into cans in a
small building aerially and closely connected with a filthy
cow byre. Deplorable were the surrounding circumstances
affecting the storing of milk in a farm at Shildon, in 1893
(No. T. F. 38), the room used for storage having a window
opening on to three uncovered midden privies, on to one of
which at least were cast the untreated evacuations of a
typhoid fever patient. The room was also open to emanations
from a sewer close at hand. These instances suflice to demon-
strate the serious state of things existing at our dairy farms
and milk shops, a condition of affairs calling for remedy
beyond the possibility of recurrence. Milk being a most
ready absorbent, it becomes the more important that all

deleterious influences that may be in any wise thought of
as likely to operate to the danger of the consumers of the
milk should be removed. At the same time, of course, I do
not lose sight of the fact that occurrence of infectious disease

in aerial relation with milk of a quality to cause disease in its

consumers is by no means always the cause of the effect of

such milk, but not infrequently only itself the result of

ingestion of the milk on the farm or dairy premises. But
however this may be, my main contention holds good.

Quantity of Inffcted Milk used and Amount op
Disease Resulting.

One matter which has come to be very clearly demonstrated
as time has gone on is the relationship existing between
amount of milk consumed and the amount and severity of the
disease induced by the implicated milk. Indeed, this point
has come to be one of the methods by which the certainty of
milk as a cause of disease has often been ascertained beyond
doubt in well-to-do localities, taking much milk per house ;

whilst the amount of disease per household has now come to
be seen to depend on, first, the number of young children
in the home, and secondly, on the quantity of unboiled milk
consumed by those children. In Wimbledon and Merton, in
1886-87 (No. S. ii), the scarlatina attacked especially well-to-

do people, and was seen to show preference for those persons
who partook of most milk, the rateable value of houses and
quantity of milk being important factors in determining the
amount of disease to be expected. At Upton and Maccles-
field, in 1889 (No. S. 18), in the outburst of scarlatina, there
was a difference as between 45 and 89 per cent, of households
attacked according as one-third or the whole of a pint of
milk and upwards was taken, and a difference as between 12

and 50 per cent, of members of those households attacked.
At Bush Hill Park, in 1891 (No. S. 21), the incidence of scar-

latina was greatest on houses taking most milk, scarlatina
attacking chiefly well-to-do households. The matter first

came to be clearly defined when Mr. Power conducted his
inquiry into milk diphtheria at York Town and Camberley in
1886 (No. D. 7), for there he found that the amount of milk
consumed determined the amount of disease, 84 per cent, of

better class customers, and only 22 per cent, of poorer cus-
tomers, of the milk supply being attacked. In his summary
of the chief facts of the outbreak, Mr. Power says :

“ Though
uniformly infective on leaving the farm, the milk had a very
different effect in causing diphtheria according as it was dis-

tributed to one and another class of consumers. This dif-

ference of effect of the milk had to do with difference of

amount (and related difference of use and difference of con-
servation) of milk distributed in the two classes. The diph-
theria among better class consumers was, as regards amount
and fatality, so conspicuous that its relation to the milk ser-

vice was readily seen ;
but among poor class consumers, it

was so inconspicuous in amount and fatality that the fact of
its relation to the milk service might readily have been over-
looked. It is altogether doubtful, therefore, whether in the
absence of the test of the milk which was furnished by the
behaviour of the epidemic among customers of the better
class, the ability of this milk service to cause diphtheria
would have been detected.”

Milk Outbreaks of Untraced Origin.
It is not to be supposed that because a particular outbreak

of disease attributed to the agency of infected milk has not
been traced to the vera causa of the infective quality of the
milk in question, therefore the theory is untenable. This
supposition does not hold good in other phases of disease
dissemination, as for example the waterborne diseases, con-
cerning which it has been impossible at times to state with
clearness borne out by irrefutable facts what was the precise
method of contamination of the water which none the less

caused the malady attributed to its agency. As an instance
of a milk outbreak of this class I may mention that of

Glasgow in 1882 (No. T.F. 7), where the typhoid fever arising
in connection with a milk supply was wholly among persons
consuming the milk, not one case being found to have been
in an individual not using the milk. It was just as well that
the disease should have been thus wholly limited to milk
drinkers, since no trace was found of the means whereby the
infective quality of the milk was induced.

Infective Milk Operating at a Distance.
There have been not a few instances in which the milk im-

plicated in the spread of infectious disease has caused mis-
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chief. It is the custom of procuring milk from a distance
which has in time past added to the trouble of tracing the
source of the outbreak under investigation, and it is this

same custom which is to-day causing no little disturbance in

the minds of sanitarians, since it militates against prompt
action of needed sort in many directions. The Bush Hill
Park outbreak of scarlatina in 1891 (No. S. 21) was caused by
milk from a farm in Essex. The typhoid fever outbreak at

St. Pancras in 1883 (No. T.F. 10) was traced to milk as a cause,
the milk coming from a farm at St. Albans, and causing also

fever among consumers in that city. In the case of the 1893
scarlatina epidemic at Hastings, traced to milk (No. S. 27),
the milk came from a farm in an adjoining district, and
thereby caused trouble by reason of the non-adoption
at the moment of the Infectious Disease (Prevention)
Act of 1890.

Milk Operating in Multiple Districts.

Instances are not wanting in which the milk causing dis-

ease has been productive of mischief in multiple districts

;

for example, in the case alieady named of Bush Hill Park in

1891 (No. S. 21), where the village whence the milk came in
Essex was attacked in the two houses using it

;
and in the

Charlton outbreak in 1892 (No. S. 22) no fewer than 7 distinct
and even widely separated districts were invaded. Accord-
ingly, given a dairy serving with disease-disseminating milk
a few customers in several localities within the jurisdiction
of multiple sanitary authorities, and we see the immense
premium which is set upon the elucidation of the cause, thus
operating widely, and it may be in small proportions only, in
the separate districts.

Reinvaded Supplies and Towns.
One instance worthy of record is that of one and the same

larm giving rise to outbreaks of similar disease on two
distinct occasions. The typhoid fever outbreaks at St.

Pancras in 1893 (No. T.E. 10), and at St. Albans in 1884 (No.
T.F. 15) were caused by milk from the same farm at St.
Albans, and in each instance the farm well was declared at
fault, this circumstance pointing to the danger attending
delay in setting sanitary matters straight, since we must
assume that adequate prominence was given to the state of
the water supply on the earlier occasion. Not a few of
the abstracts relate to the same town on more than one
occasion, showing multiple milkborne outbreaks at different
times.

The Prohibition of Infected Milk.
One of the most useful and at the same time drastic

measures which can be taken with the view of staying the
progress of disease traced to the agency of milk is the stopping
of the sale of the article by the farmer or retailer in the dis-
trict affected. In the case of an outbreak of typhoid fever at
Dundee in 1883, and traced to milk (No. T. F. ii), the sale of
the milk was stopped under the provisions of a local Act, the
particular section in question being as follows :

“ Dundee Police and Improvement Consolidation Act (1882),
Section ccxliv.—The sheriff may, on a certificate from the
medical officer that in his opinion an infectious disease is
being spread, or is likely to be spread, throughout the burgh
by the sale or delivery of milk from a farmhouse, steading, or
other premises, whether within or without the burgh, and
after allowing parties an opportunity of being heard, issue an
order prohibiting the sale or delivery of such milk within the
burgh for such period as may appear to be necessary for the
ublic safety, and such order shall be immediately intimated
y the sanitary inspector to the various parties interested in

the sale or delivery of such milk, and such order shall be
suflBcient authority to any officer or constable of the Commis-
sioners to prevent the sale or delivery of such milk within
the burgh ,- and the sheriff may by subsequent order extend
or limi* dhe period of such prohibition, and every person in
the ’^owledge of such order selling or delivering such milk
wikiin the burgh during the period specified in the original
or any subsequent order shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding forty shillings.”

At Edinburgh in 1890 (No. T.fi'. 27) the stoppage of
the sale of milk was effected also under the provi-
sions of a local Act, the clause being as follows

:

Clause 21 1 of the “Edinburgh Municipal and Police
Act, 1879.”—“When it shall be certified by the me-
dical oflScer of health to the chief constable that milk is

being brought within the burgh from any farmhouse, dairy,
or other place beyond the burgh in which any person is ill of
any infectious or contagious disease before mentioned, and
that the said milk is being sold or offered for sale in any
shop or premises within the burgh, or distributed therein
from carts or otherwise, the prosecutor shall apply to the
judge of police for an order to prohibit the sale of milk so
brought from and after the intimation of such an order until
the person affected has been removed or shall have recovered
from such illness, the premises been disinfected, and the
bedding and clothing have been destroyed or thoroughly dis-
infected, and it is certified by the medical officer of health
that the said premises are free from infection, and that the
sale of milk from such place may be safely resumed.”
Dr. Littlejohn tells us in his report on the 1890 outbreak

that the clause works veiy slowly, as it is a matter of delay to
get the necessary legal power to act, the earlier action in this
instance having taken the line of warning and expostulation,
so that the milk was practically kept back from sale in the
city two days prior to the obtaining of the needed order.
Moreover, it will be noticed that even so action depends on
the occurrence of infectious disease in the human subject on
the dairy premises, so that no illness of the milch cows, even
though it were such as to be causing infective quality of the
milk, would suffice to secure the order for stoppage of the
milk. And, again, it will be seen that the stoppage of sale
has effect only in the city, as in the Dundee case, thus allow-
ing the farmer to proceed as he chooses with the implicated
milk in other quarters. In the circumstances of an outbreak
of typhoid fever at Kelso, in Scotland, during 1893 (No.
T.F. 35), where the power needed to stop the sale of the
implicated milk did not exist, the sanitary authority
took drastic measures. To quote from the report of
Dr. Oliver, the county medical officer of health, “The
whole of the milk and cream found upon the premises was
destroyed, and arrangements were made for destroying the
milk twice daily immediately upon the cows being milked.
This arrangement was duly carried out under the supervision
of the police up to the time when the cows were disposed of.

Full compensation was made to the dairyman—one-half pay-
able by the district committee and one half by the burgh
authority.”
These are but samples of the action taken to stop milk

supplies. At times it has not been necessary to resort to legal

action, the farmer or dairyman taking upon himself to destroy
the milk, recognising it as that which has caused disease
and even death, and only too desirous of proceeding in the
cause of public health

;
but such magnanimity has been in-

frequent. One point which has struck me in connection with
all present legislation as to stoppage of milk services on
account of infectious disease dissemination is the ridiculously
small amount of the fine to be inflicted when the order is not
obeyed. I am further of opinion that power is needed to stop
absolutely and for all places the sale of milk found to be
causing disease anywhere. It seems absurd that milk deemed
to be capable of spreading disease in one locality should be
permitted to be sold in another. The people of B. are
assuredly no less prone to disease than those of A.

“Ropy” Milk.
It has been interesting, while collating the facts given in

the abstracts of milk outbreaks since 1881, to notice how new
features and factors have been brought out and added to our
knowledge of milkborne diseases. One of the points to

which my notice has thus been called is the condition of

milk known as “ropy.” In his very able report on an out-

break of diphtheria at Hendon in January, 1883 (No. D. 2),

Mr. Power referred especially to this ropiness of the im-
plicated milk, which condition had been early noticed by Dr.

Cameron, the medical officer of health, and also by the
farmer, whose attempts to discover which of his cows was
giving the ropy milk failed even a few hours after the last

distribution from his dairy of milk in a state of ropiness.



Tlie evidence went far to convince Mr. Power that ropiness of

milk may tend to disappear rapidly, or that it may not ensue
until the milk has stood for some time, whilst also the ropy
quality may be one of growth from small beginning, ropiness
of large degree being the multiplied result of a small quantity
of ropy milk added to some larger quantity of normal
character. Mr. Power significantly chronicled a growing
misgiving to the effect that ailments of animals so trivial as
to be disregarded or even unnoticed by people about them
might have larger concern with occurrence of specific disease
in the human subject than had theretofore been thought
likely. Looking to-day at the position we have reached in
this direction, we can see how well defined were the “mis-
givings ” which Mr. Power so guardedly promulgated on a
public hardly sufficiently educated to accept the notions with
which he was even thus early imbued. We see evidence of
ropy milk playing its part in the scarlatina outbreak at
Charlton in 1892 (No. S. 22) ; and at Warminster, where a
milkborne outbreak of typhoid fever occurred in 1895 T.

47)1 persons using the implicated milk testified to its
“ ropy ” and putrid state on two or three occasions. What-
ever may be thought of the matter, it is certain that a stringy
or ropy condition of milk has had its share in the potency of
milk to produce disease.

Milk of Newly Calved Cows.
.[ come now to a very important discovery of modern times,

a discovery that is of not more than fifteen years’ standing,
and having a direct bearing on what has just gone before. I

refer to the factor which the calving of cows has been found
to be in the causation of disease by use of their milk shortly
after the physiological process of calving. An extensive out-
burst of a mild sort of scarlatina in the north of London,
investigated by Mr. Power for the Local Government Board
in 1882 (No. S. 3), seemed by the inquirer to arise from some
condition of the milk of a cow recently calved. This animal
had lost portions of her coat, whilst her buttocks and posterior
udder, when seen by Mr. Power in the month following the
outburst, were fouled and stained by excremental matter, and
perhaps, he thinks, by vaginal discharge as well. The milk
was distributed to several sanitary areas in London, and the
story of special incidence on consumers of the milk of the
scarlatina was the same from all. The malady attacked
persons who partook of the milk whether at the terminus or
from shops. Dr. Parsons, in connection with the outbreak of
milk-scarlatina which he investigated at Upton and Maccles-
field in 1889 (No. S. 18), dwells on the circumstance of a
recently calved cow having been added to the animals from
which milk was being drawn at the farm implicated, and he
says (and his remarks are extremely interesting) in drawing
his deductions as to the cause of the disease :

“ Of the two cows bought by Mr. V. on or about
January 14th, one had calved about four days before.
Its calf was not with it. Its milk was at once added
to the general stock. The other cow calved on Janu-
ary 20th. I am informed by Mr. V., junior, that the
calving and cleansing were perfectly natural. The milk
of a newly-calved cow, called by dairymen “boastings,”
is not at once mixed with the general stock, as it is albu-
minous and sometimes tinged with blood

;
it coagulates with

heat, and is sometimes used for making puddings and
custards. After six milkings it is added to the other milk

;

but before doing so Mr. V. takes the precaution to boil some
to make sure that it is no longer coagulable by heat. In the
case of the cow which calved on January 20th the “boastings”
were not bloody, and presented no peculiar appearance.
Only one customer had any, the calf being allowed to suck.
The milk of the newly-calved cow was first distributed with
the general supply on the evening of January 23rd—a date
which accords sufficiently well with the first outbreak of
fever. There is therefore strong ground for suspicion that
there was something in the state of this cow that gave the
milk its infective quality. On examining the cow on Febru-
ary nth I found no scabs or sores on the udder or teats.
The cow had a few bare patches, to 2 inches in diameter,
on the rump on either side, around which the skin was
scurfy, and the hair could be pulled out. No vesicular erup-
tion on the skin was found. The temperature (February nth)
was 101° F., the normal temperature of the cow being stated

to range between 100° and 102° F. On one occasion a yellow-
ish slimy vaginal discharge was noticed. The calf was
healthy and thriving

;
it had not, after the first three days,

been fed specially on its mother’s milk. The other cow,
bought on or about January 14th, had many bare patches on
the neck, and a few on the back and rump, on one of which
was a thin scab (attributed to scratching). Its temperature on
February iith was 101.4° F. Several of the other cows, espe-
cially of those in the same shed with the above, had similar
bare patches on the neck, rump, and root of tail ; none had
any sores or scabs on the udder or teats.”
He says, further, of the second cow that was in question :

“ On the occurrence of fresh cases of illness among his cus-
tomers coming to his knowledge, Mr. V., on March 13th, left

ofl' adding the milk of the cow wliich calved on January 20th
to the general stock, and it has since then been given to the
calf. In the early part of March some pimples or vesicles
developed on one of the teats of this cow ; and at the time
that her milk was rejected scabs had formed on these. On
my visit on March 25th, there was a thin adherent scab,
about the size of a sixpence, dark in the centre and light, at
the edge, near the lower part of one teat. The teat felt sticky
when grasped, and the milk came less readily from it than
from the others, having had to be drawn off that morning
with a quill. The cow had lost flesh. The calf was healthy.”
These instances have been both of them culled from reports

of experts attached to the Local Government Board, but I

state one now from the pen of Dr. Bostock Hill, of Sutton
Coldfield, where was a milk-scarlatina outbreak in 1891 (No.
S. 20), and as to which he tells us that the outbreak was of
the nature of explosions coinciding with periods of ulcera-
tion and eruptive conditions of a newly-calved cow. This
cow was much emaciated, with some indication of recent
ulceration of teats, whilst later she had an ulcer on one teat
and an eruption on the udder. A second cow presented
similar indications. Reverting again to Mr. Power’s investi-
gations in the matter of milk outbreaks, I may call attention
to his inquiry at York Town and Camberley, in 1886 (No.
D. 7), where he regarded diphtheria as caused by milk from
two newly-calved cows, the milk from which had been added
to the business at a time coinciding with the manifestation
of the malady. Dr. Anderson, of Dundee, regards the erup-
tion of teats in a newly-calved cow as the vera causa of in-

fective quality of milk causing typhoid fever in the town in
1889 (No. T. F. 24). Thus we are face to face with a fact, and
it is the more important when we remember that the condi -

tion attaching to newly-calved cows is not one which has
been deemed of any significance by veterinary inspectors.
Indeed, one may be pardoned for saying that the subject ot
milkborne disease is furnishing history of long struggles by
medical as opposed to veterinary opinion. But this struggle
has been harder in the matter of eruptive diseases of cows
than on any other point, and the victory has been certainly
with the medical experts.

Eruptive Diseases of Miloh Cows.
Eruptive conditions of teats and udders of milch cows have

received some amount of attention in regard of their sup-
posed ability to cause infective quality of the milk secreted
by the animals affected. The now well-known “Hendon”
disease of the teats and udders is the first case that I will
recall (No. S. 10), Mr. Power being the investigator, whose
theory startled the medical and veterinary world, he stating
that he looked to the condition of certain milch cows, which
manifested outwardly an eruption of teats and udders, as the
vera causa of scarlatina in consumers of their milk. This
condition was one communicable from cow to cow. The
special incidences of the disease were seen to be governed by
the movements of certain cows in the sheds whence the milk
came, Mr. Power proceeding to show by a process of very
careful exclusion that the ordinarily conceived methods of

spread of the disease by milk were not to be thought of in
this instance. But before going on to show what it is that
was principally demonstrated it will be well for us to see
what was the state of the farm which was in question, and
for this purpose to quote from the report

:

“ The farm was found to have had especial pains taken to

render it, as the phrase is, sanitarily perfect. At the instance
of one of the London retailers with whom the farmer had
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dealings, the place had for several years been the subject of

special supervision by the medical officer of health of the dis-

trict, my coadjutor in this inquiry. Dr. Cameron. He had
seen that the West Middlesex Company’s water was laid on
to the farmhouse, to the dairy, and each of the several cow-
sheds

;
he had seen specially to the wholesomeness, as regards

drainage, cleanliness, ventilation, and the like, of the house,
the farmyard, the cowsheds, and the dairy; securing for the
last all needful appliances for effectual cleansing of dairy
utensils by hot water or steam; and, month by month, he
had inspected the farm premises with reference to these and
similar details, for the express purpose of safeguarding the
milk against contamination of any detectable kind. Further,
under the same arrangement, i)r. Cameron had specially

attended to the health conditions of those employed about
the farm and their children, with a view to early detection of

any malady among them that might by chance injuriously
affect the milk with which they had to do. He had even
undertaken to observe and to report to the London retailer, by
whom his services were retained, on any occurrences of infec-

tious illness in the neighbourhood of the farm, even though
it did not directly affect the families of people employed there.

The farmer too who had consented to the exercise of this

supervision over his doings, had attended to every suggestion
made to him, and had taken every precaution to secure his

farm and his milk against any known sanitary fault or mis-
adventure. He had a separate shed for any sick animal, and
a separate shed for the observation of newly arrived animals.”

It were indeed well could every dairy farm have the same
sanitary attention as that paid to this particular farm, and
which, even with all its advantages, was not to escape the
stigma of having caused by its stock malignant disease in

consumers of its produce. Proceeding very carefully and in

great detail to solve the complex problem set by the manner
of distribution of scarlatina in London, Mr. Power was
enabled to see that the specialities of the disease distribution
had causal connection with new conditions at the farm, these
conditions being the addition of cows to the milking sheds.
Moreover, the specialities of distribution of the milk of these
newly arrived cows were parallel with such distribution of

scarlatina. Further, the peculiarities of time distribution of

the scarlatina were parallel to peculiarities of time distribu-

tion of the milk of these cows. “ In short,” he adds at one
stage of his report, “ what had been seen to be a succession of

probabilities if the scarlatina in London districts were indeed
the outcome of the milk distributed from the Hendon farm
was now established as a succession of facts. We had thus
reached the point of excluding external scarlatina, of asso-
ciating the importation of particular cows into the Hendon
farm with presence of scarlatina in London districts, and of

connecting by a series of parallel events the milk furnished
by those cows and by related cows, with the peculiarities of

scarlatina prevalence among consumers of the Hendon
farmer’s milk. Under these circumstances it was not judged
necessary to go beyond tlie Hendon farm, and to inquire at
the two other farms that also sent milk into the London
districts of South Marylebone, Hampstead, and St. Pancras,
in search of the cause of scarlatina in those districts. Hence-
forward, until anything to the contrary should appear, an
influence, competent to produce scarlatina among the con-
sumers of the milk, was held to have operated from those
cows which were received into the Hendon farm on November
15th, and the further concern of the inquiry was with the
nature of such influence.”

I do not propose here to describe the later portions of Mr.
Power’s able report, further than to quote one more section of
an accompanying paper, which shows in brief the grounds
which he had for his conclusions, the quotation this time
being from the pen of the late Sir George Bucnanan
in his introductory report on the matter, in which he
has summed up in masterly style all the pertinent facts of
the case, and in which, in speaking of Dr. Klein’s laboratory
studies with material from the teats and udders of the
implicated cows, he states :

“ Dr. Klein records his early in-

vestigations into the intimate nature of the ailment present
among the cows. In its own province Dr. Klein’s report is as
important and as interesting as Mr. Power’s, and its more
immediate signiflcance lies in the complete harmony between
the conclusions obtained from Mr. Power’s etiological

researches and the inferences as to communicability and
other characters of the Hendon cow disease that follow from
pathological inquiry. By the inoculation into calves, either
directly of the dischai'ges from cow ulcers or indirectly
of subcultures of those discharges artificially prepared.
Dr. Klein has succeeded in producing, now local, now
gt^neral, disease in the calf

; disease having unmistakable
affinities, under some conditions with the Hendon cow
disease, under other conditions with scarlatina in the human
subject

;
on the one hand, ulcers on the skin of the calf

anatomically identical with the ulcers on the teats of milch
cows

;
on the other hand, general disease in the calf, at first

of inconspicuous nature, but passing on to serious changes in
the internal organs, more particularly in the kidneys of the
calf

;
the more characteristic of these changes being anatomic-

ally identical with those resulting in the human subject from
the operation of the scarlatina poison.”
Under date of August, 1887, Sir George Buchanan was able

to write as follows, and the summary of facts is significant
and instruct ive :

“By Dr. Klein’s researches, together with the evidence as
to scarlatina collected by Mr. Power and reported by me last
year, we are now in a position to state as follows concerning
the disease producible by this micrococcus in bovine animals
and in man

:

“ ( I ) The d isease in man and in the cow alike is characterised
by closely similar anatomical features.

“(2) From the diseased tissues and organs of man and cow
alike the same micrococcus can be separated, and artificial

subcultures be made from it.

“(3) These subcultures, no matter whether established
from man or cow, have the property, when inoculated into
calves, of producing in them every manifestation of the
Hendon disease, except sores on the teats and udders, no
doubt for the reason that the milk apparatus is not yet
developed in calves.

“(4) But—and this 1 learn from Dr. Klein’s later observa-
tions while this report is in preparation—the subcultures
made from human scarlatina and inoculated into recently
calved cows can produce in those cows, along with other
manifestations of the Hendon disease, the characteristic
ulcers on the teats—ulcers identical in character with those
observed at the Hendon farm.

“(5) The subcultures, established either from the human
or the cow disease, have an identical property of producing in

various rodents a disease similar in its pathological mani-
festations to the Hendon disease of cows and to scarlatina in
the human subject.

“ (6) Calves fed on subcultures established from human
scarlatina obtain the Hendon disease.

“(7) Children fed on milk from cows suffering under the
Hendon disease obtain scarlatina.
“ The above combine, I think, to form a mass of evidence

to show that the Hendon disease is a form, occurring in the
cow, of the very disease that we call scarlatina when it occurs
in the human subject.”
Exactly twelve months later Sir George Buchanan supple-

mented the above by saying of Dr. Klein’s further researches
into the etiology of scarlatina, and more particularly as to

the above-mentioned production of ulcers on the teats of

newly-calved cows

:

“ He takes such animals and inoculates them subcutane-
ously at the root of the ear with the material of scarlatina.

Sometimes he has derived his material direct from the human
subject, sometimes after it has passed through the system of

a calf. From whichever source the material may be derived,
its inoculation results in ulcers on the teats of the cows.
He finds these ulcers to be among the very earliest evidences
of disease in the animal. They occur indiflerently, whether
the cow is being milked by hand or is suckling her calf.

The teat sores show themselves after an incubation period
of from four to nine days from the inoculation, and subse-
quently a more general affection of the skin is found, accom-
panied by more or less of febrile disturbance, and sorne-

times by pulmonary symptoms. In the disease thus in-

duced a number of changes are found after death distributed
among various organs in the fashion of the changes of an
acute specific disease, and exhibiting so much of constancy
in their own manifestation as to make the whole of them
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characteristic of cow scarlatina ;
and the post-mortem appear-

ances found in animals affected by this disease bear much
resemblance in essentials to those found in human subjects

dying of scarlatina. As regards the particular phenomena on
the skin of animals thus affected, it is interesting to note
that the sores on the teats appear to be with difficulty, if at

all, transmissible by direct inoculation from the infected

animal to man. This circumstance was hardly perhaps to

be anticipated, seeing how readily other sore-teat diseases
are so communicable, and how readily cow scarlatina at

Hendon reproduced itself as human scarlatina in the con-
sumers of milk from infected cows.”
The controversy which raged round the circumstances

attending this Hendon outbreak must still be fresh in the
minds of those who followed the subject, the veterinary world
being especially convinced that the theory held by the
Medical Department of the Local Government Board was un-
tenable. But events have proved, as in so many other in-

stances, that the views put forward by the Public Health
Department of the State were right, and that the only thing
to do was to accept with what grace could be found the con-
vincing arguments and solid data which went to uphold the
theory as matter of fact. At Wimbledon and Merton in 1887

(No. S. ii), the same investigator, Mr. Power, made inquiry
as to scarlatina spread by milk, and here also he found cow
conditions almost exactly similar to those in the Hendon
ease, he having in this, as in that outbreak, the assistance of

Dr. Klein in the laboratory work. In inquiring into an out-
break of scarlatina in Norfolk (No. S. 13), Dr. Mallins found a
rash on the teats of a coav, and a “ humour” all over its body,
the rash having the appearance of small red pimples, while
the cow at a later stage of the illness desquamated freely.

Her milk on standing presented a distinctly greyish colour.
At Bush Hill Park, in 1891 (No. S. 21), Dr. Copeman found
reason for connecting abraded teats of cows in Essex which
furnished the milk, with the spread of the disease, one cow
having a vesicular scab, whilst others had boils on their
teats. Certainly the outbreak was due to milk, and no fault
could be found with the dairy or farm premises, nor could
the origin be traced to human agency. But Dr. Klein was
unable to demonstrate the streptococcus corresponding with
that in the Hendon cow malady. At Glasgow in 1892 (No. S.

24), Drs. Russell and Chalmers made elaborate inquiry into a
milkborne outbreak of scarlatina, and found the premises
concerned to be in a sanitary point, and indeed in all others,
all that could be desired. I could have wished to quote from
the report of these inquirers, and from that of Dr. Klein,
whose services were requisitioned, but it must suffice that an
eruptive disease of an ulcerative character on the teats of the
cattle was found, it being styled “vesicular,” “ quasi-
pustular” in form, and “ covered with a blackened centre.’
The malady was communicable from cow to cow and shed to
shed, and milking apparently formed sores on the hands of
milkers, who accidentally discovered the diseased condition
of the teats owing to the restive state of the cows under the
operation of milking.
Dr. Klein found the disease of the cows to be in some

points identical with the “Hendon” and “Camberwell”
disease. As to the latter. Sir George Buchanan in 1889 wrote
that in the preceding year Dr. Klein had under observation
a cow from a dairy in Camberwell where scarlatina had
appeared among customers of the dairy, and this cow was
found to exhibit the same disease as those formerly recorded
as prevailing at Hendon, the disease, namely, which we now
confidently recognise as scarlatina in the cow. Turning now
to diphtheria outbreaks in which cow conditions have had
concern with the spread, I revert first to the Croydon case of
1890 (No. D. 10), where Dr. Philpot states that the cause of
the disease was an eruptive state of the teats of the cows,
found by Dr. Klein to be of a sort similar to other diphtheria
outbreaks traced to cow conditions. Dr. Thursfield in 1891
found in connection with an outbreak of the disease in
VVorcestershire (No. D. 11), that the cause was a pustular-
disease of the teats of cows, which pustules burst in the act
of milking. The cows were in a febrile state. And to bring
my account of these types to a close, I may fittingly refer to
the outbreak of diphtheria at Glasgow in 1892 (No. D. 13),
investigated by Dr. Russell, who tells us that nearly all of a
herd of over fifty cows suffered from teat eruptions, leading

to ulcers which yielded faintly coloured fluid. At times all

teats were affected, but two varieties of eruption weie in
question as shown by experiment, one being true vaccinia,
the other a non-vesicular eruption of a specific character, like
that known as the “Camberwell” cow malady. Milkers
suffered from sore hands. The business at both dairy and
farm was carried out with scrupulous care and attention, no
insanitary conditions being found. As regards the “vaccinia”
eruption, I may mention that in 1888 a cow from Alderley, in
Gloucestershire, was, on the testimony of Dr. Klein, shown,
by inoculations of calves and ultimately of children, to have
the characters of that “ variolse vaccinse ” which .Tenner dis-
covered in the same county last century, and which he put to
the purpose of protecting against small-pox. These then are
some of the facts recorded in my abstract as to the relation ot
teat and udder diseases of milch cows to disease in the human
subject following upon ingestion of milk yielded by cows
affected in the manner related. The point is deserving of
lengthy discussion, but it must suffice for the general pur-
poses of this report that I have laid bare what has here been
stated on this topic.

Washing of Milk Cans.
I now come to a brief discussion of some phases of milk-

borne disease as depicted by some of the outbreaks of milk-
typhoid fever that I have abstracts of in my appended sum-
mary. And, first, I would refer to cases of can washing that
seem to have had in them the element of danger to the milk
which the cans were destined to contain. The opening
abstract is one which demonstrates my point, since the milk
cans of a farm implicated in a fever outbreak at Leicester In-
firmary in 1882 (No. T. F. i) were washed with the water of a
well situate near the end of a house drain, and polluted by
the overflowings ot a leaky cesspool, analysis showing the
presence of sewage in the contained water. In connection
with the serious epidemic of typhoid fever in St. Pancras in
1883 (No. T. F. 10), and traced to milk from a farm in the
country, the cans were washed in the water of a well located
near a cesspool. A foul watercourse flowing down a ditch
was in the case of the outbreak at Aberdeen in 1883 (No.
T. F. 12), used for “dairying purposes,” whatever that may
mean. Probably the meaning is identical with much that
passes under the term “ washing of dairying utensils.” And
in the very next instance which I mention, that of an out-
break of milkborne fever in Mid-Warwicksiiii-e in 1883 (No.
T. F. 13), the cans were washed, even if the milk was not
also diluted, with water from a well contiguous to a leaky
cesspool, evidence being forthcoming to demonstrate specific
contamination of the well water prior to such dairying pro-
cedures. In relation with an outbreak at Dundee in 1892
(No. T. F. 32), the cans were washed in the water of a draw
well, although tile public water supply was laid on to a tap
in the cowshed. And, lastly, in connection with an outbreak
at Plumstead in 1895 (No. T. F. 44), the use of tank water
wherein were found bacteria resembling those in the milk
was denied. But, however this may have been, I have
referred to a series sufficiently large to have proved, I think,
that distinct danger lurks in the custom so widely followed
of washing dairy utensils in unwholesome and sometimes
grossly-polluted water, even to the point of being specifically
contaminated. Not once in the cases referred is the boiling
of the water or the scalding of the cans directly mentioned.
But as to this phase of the question of milk and disease, as
of many others, I shall have occasion to speak at a
later stage of this report.

Milk Cooling Processes.

Closely allied to this matter of can washing is that of milk
cooling. I mention two cases as sufficing. First, that of
Louisville, Kentucky, investigated by Drs. Bailey and Tuley
(No. T. F. 34), in 1893, ''’ho stated that the cans after being
washed were cooled by water which was left in them in small
quantity, and which water was found to contain the Eberth
bacillus of typhoid fever. In the relation of the facts con-
nected with an outbreak of fever in Lambeth in 1894
(No. T. F. 40), Dr. Verdon tells of a curious accident whereby
water found its way into the milk supply of an implicated
farm. His story on this point is well worth quoting

;
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“ The introduction of water into milk, coming from the
proprietary faim, is accounted for by the condition of

the refrigerator in use at that place. Pinholes, orpeifora-
tions, have been discovered since the adulteration took place
in the gridiron or coil, a section of the apparatus through
which a stream of cold water constantly runs when the pro-
cess of cooling is going on. Coils in general favour with
dairymen are made of metal rolled into exceedingly thin
plates in order that the pipe wall should interpose between
the warm milk and cold water, a medium that interferes in
the least possible degree with thermic interchange. The deli-

cate metal, however, is liable to perforation at any time in
the ordinary exigencies of usage; and when puncture takes
place, milk passing over the coil becomes diluted by water
coiresponding in amount with the volume of leakage from the
enclosed current. Such an accident appears to have hap-
pened in connection with the refrigerator in use at the pro-
prietary farm

;
at least, the artificer who was summoned to

examine it declared to the existence of three extraneous aper-
tures. flow long watering had been going on, and to what
extent dilution had reached through this subtle agency it is

impossible to say, but added water in small quantity had been
found in milk distributed by Dairy B. a few weeks before,
and it is not unlikely that the same leakage was in operation
then. The expediency of exercising a close supei vision over
the produce of dairies where refrigerators are at work is the
moral of this discovery.”

Dr. Verdun’s warning is not without its significance, and
points to the need for closeness of supervision of all matters
pertaining to dairying.

Milk in Tce-Creams.
We have heard much of late with regard to the dangers of

eating ice cream from the barrows of street vendors of this
commodity, and I refer to a case in which the ingestion of ice-

cream of this description was followed by typhoid fever in

several districts of London, the facts having been very
patiently worked out by Dr. George Turner (No. T. F. 33) in

1892. The ice-cream was made amid gross insanitary condi-
tions. The precise mode of entry of the specific poison of the
fever could not be definitely traced.

Creameries.
The relation of creameries to milkborne typhoid fever I now

proceed to show by two or three references. At Bandon, in
J reland, in 1803 (No. T. F. 39), the separated milk from a
creamery caused typhoid in drinkers, the prime cause of in-

fection of the milk being a case of typhoid fever at one of the
farms supplying the creamery. The nurse of the fever patient
was also the milker, and in this way the milk doubtless
became infected. The facts connecting the separated milk
and the distribution of the disease are most detailed and
convincing. Very curious are the facts connected with an
outbreak of fever in the Irish dispensary district of Rahan
in 189s (No. T. F. 45), where milk from a creamery caused
fever, the milk coming from many farms and for a distance
of many miles round. The separated milk sent out from the
creamery is much used in the making of bread by the pea-
santry. The inside of the bread is not, it is held, sufficiently

subjected to heat to render it safe eating if the milk used be
infected by the poison of typhoid fever. On the sutiject of

cream and skim milk, I cannot do better than quote from
Mr. Power’s report on tlie diphtheria outbreak at York Town
a!id Camberley of 1886 (No. D. 7):

“ C’/er/wi.— M uch attention was given to the use of cream,
an ('ll ineiit of milk essentially subject to storage. It did not
appear, however, that cream as such had been very infective.
Households habitually taking or ‘setting’ cream, some 17
in number, w’ere, it is true, heavily smitten by diphtheria

;

but they were almost without exception households con-
suming much milk, and they suffeied mainly in the persons
of their children, very few indeed of whom had, it was found,
partaken of cream. As a matter of fact, in these households
adults by whom the cream was consumed did not suffer more
diphtheiia than adults in other 10 hou^e)lolds consuming
quite as much milk but using no cream at all. But if cream
is not to be convicted of any special influence in determining
attack, skim milk is by no means free from suspicion, not-
withstanding a general belief on the part of mistresses of

households that it had been used mainly for cooking pur-
poses. In II households in which skim milk had been con-
sumed the incidence of diphtheria on both adults and
children was heavier than in any other group of households
of similar size. The figures here dealt with are perhaps
(especially as regards children) too few to warrant any decideil
inference; but it deserves notice that in these ii households
there was no special incidence of diphtheria on adult cream
consumers, and that the few persons known to have con-
sumed uncooked skim milk suffered very heavily in propor-
tion to their number.”
An instance worthy of particular record in which cream

had to do with disease in consumers of the product of
infected milk is that of Lancing College in July, i88i
(No. T. F. 19), an instance in which the cream was used by
boys from the College and others on the cricket field.

Polluted Water Supplies.
The last point on which I touch in the way of emphasising

the lessons to be learned from the appended summaries is

that of water supplies in relationship with infective milk. 1 n
former years, that is, befoie the seventies, it was generally
taken for granted that if milk was causing disease in its coii-

sumers, the origin of the infective quality of the milk must be
sought for in man, and if not in man, then if typhoid fever
were present the water supply must of necessity be thought <>f

as polluted by the specific poison of the fever. The subject of
water supply is to-day just as important as ever. With all our
boasted advance in matters sanitary, we still drink milk which
has been subjected to pollution which is of the filthiest. I
have already referred to the outbreak of typhoid fever in the
Leicester Infirmary in 1882, in connection with the washing of
milk cans in polluted water. The supjJyof the farm in ques-
tion (No. T. F. i), was from a well located near the end of a
house drain, and near also an oveiflowing and leaky cesspool.
The farm .supplying milk in the Exeter typhoid fever outbreak
in 1883 (No. T. F. 9) had its water supply from a well into
which a large cesspool overflowed. In connection with an
outbreak of typhoid fever at Clapham in 1882 (No. T. F. 3),
there were two farms implicated, and at each the w'atersupply
was subject to contamination. At one the well was so located
that it was in danger of pollution by a brook into which the
population of an adjoining village poured their sewage. Cattle
drank of the brook. Analysis showed the well contents to be
polluted. At the other farm the well was underneath the
farm premises, liable to surface or seivage drainage. The
outbreak at Lancing College in 18S6 (No. T. F. 19), led to dis-
covery of the farm well being dry steined, and near and lower
than a drain, while the main .'ewer of Shoreham ran near the
well, which showed traces of sewage pollution. At Edinburgh
in 1890 (No. T, F. 27), the farm sending the infective milk to
the city was furnished with a well so situate that it must
needs receive the surface water from farm, cow byie.'J, pig-
geries, and a dung heap

;
while the field surrounding it was

manured with excrement. At Torquay, in 1892 (No. T. F. 30),
the well implicated was in a confined back yard, and analysis
of its contents revealed pollution. And so I might go on naming
instances in which the water supply has been condemned as
bad, polluted, and even found to be notoiiously of bad
quality. And so I am forced to the conclusion that the
matter of water supplies to our farms and dairies is of pressing
urgency still.

Summary.
Thus far, and in very brief fashion, I have set out some of

the chief points which are seen to arise on looking over my
abstract of milkborne epidemics and outbreaks. The story as
related is sufficiently sad and deplorable. It is one that
reflects little credit on our boasted sanitary advancement. I

am bound and ready to admit that much of the disease
traced to the agency of milk has been caused by reas"ii of

cow conditions tliat have in the past been too liille under-
stood, and that (0 a corresponding amount the credit of our
couniry has been saved from the charge of carelessness about
disease-disseminating conditions. But when this has be< n
said there remains still very much in the past that throws a
strong light on the daik side of English sanitation in relation
to milk supplies. We must not forget that in milk we have
a staple article of food for many thousands, and that to

children and to invalids it is a matter of great moment that
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onr milk spvvices shall bp free from any quality likely to

prove injurious to consumers of this farm produce. We
already know to our cost that we are frequently, for example,
called upon to purchase as milk that which is in fair propor-
tion only the contents of our public water mains, or indeed
the contents of some polluted farmhouse well or adjacent
ditch. Where milk as an article of diet is prescribed in a
medicinal sense it is, to say the very least, hard that it

should prove to be the source of disease and even of death
To be killed by professing remedies is a bitter irony of fate.

But the fact remains that, treat it how we may, there is

death in the milk pail and also in the milk, the one source
being too often the fault of man, and the other the result of

disease in the milch cow. The whole subject of milk supply
is one of vast import in whatever light we look at it, and is

none the less so by reason of the proven capability of milch
<-ows to give to the milk which they secrete a quality of in-

fpctiveness which carries disease and death in its train.

These things being so beyond the region of dispute, the
question arises, Wliat is to be done with the view of safe-

guarding ourselves against recurrence of the evils attending
our milk trade?

SUGGESTED EEMEDIAL MEASURES.
The further question presents itself, namely. Is there any
means whereby the matter can be placed generally on a basis
of practical safety to the public ?

Boiling of Milk.
There is such a means, and one that is practicable of being

carried into effect by all, and that is the simple plan of boil-
ing all milk received into our houses. The practice of boiling
all milk is daily becoming more general. Not that it is even
to-day by any means “ general ” in the ordinary significance
of that term. Not at all, but it is growing by degrees to the
dimensions of a custom in particular circles. Thus it is done
by many medical men, and is advocated by medical prac-
titioners. Many persons would not dream of having on their
tables either water or milk that had not been submitted to a
boiling temperature. The one thing that militates against
the more wide adoption of this simple remedy for the evils
attending much of our milk is only the trouble involved.
There is little else that can be inveighed against it. True,
that some people say that they do not care for the taste of
milk that has been boiled, but we venture to think that most
people tasting milk that has been boiled in ignorance of the
process having been gone through would find little fault with
the food thus treated.
Accordingly, I would first and very sirongly urge upon all

persons the prime necessity of boiling all milk immediately on
receiving it into their houses, and seeing that this measure is

carried out with a regularity and thoroughness that will permit
of no doubt of its fulfilment. It is a matter which should
be insisted upon with great earnestness, and enjoined on all

cooks and domestics, and insisted on in all cookery schools
with untiring persistency. The omission of the precaution on
one day or single occasion may, as it has done in the past, be
to court disaster and death in the home.

Boiling of Milk does not Confer Absolution on
THE Vendor.

But the great desirability of boiling milk thus does not
put aside the necessity for having all our dairy farms and
cowsheds and milk shops in the best of sanitary conditions.
By no means. A householder expects, and has a right to
expect, that the milk delivered to his door is pure and from
premises fitted to secure its continued purity so far as
sanitary excellence can secure it. He has a right to expect
that all reasonable care has been taken to ensure purity of
water used in dairying operations, and that no water, how-
ever free from chance of pollution, has been added to the milk
or allowed to remain in cans and pails after washing. He has
a right to expect that the housing of the cattle, and the food
and fresh air allowed them, as well as the cubic capacity of
1 heir stalls and breathing space, are such as to lead to no
low or bad quality of the milk supplied. He has a right to
expect that the condition of the cows is such that no harm

can accrue by reason of any state of health of the cattle such
as has been in the past proved to determine deleterious
quality and even dangerous quality of their milk. He has a
right to expect that such supervision is exercised over dairy
farms and milk shops as will ensure the practical impossi-
bility of disease or insanitary conditions existing on premises
whence the milk comes. In short a householder procuring
milk has an undoubted right to expect that hislualthin
all its bearings has been safeguarded in every possible way
that prudence can suggest and experience has shown to be
essential.

So, much as I urge the boiling of milk, let it be distinctly
understood that 1 do so as an additional safeguard, and net a.s

in any way absolving anyone connected w ith the milk 1 usi-
ness from the adoption of each and every precar.ti naT
measure found to be necessary to the production of I’uvv and
wholesome milk.

Water Supply.
Now among the many matters which my abstract brings tj

light as standing in need of improvement, that of water
supply is of as much importance as any. The state of water
sources and supplies in the case of too many of our farms is

deplorable in the extreme. I need not enlarge on this point,
since former pages demonstrate the fact sufficiently. What I
would here insist upon is that all supplies should be of un-
questionable purity. The law as it at present stands is suffi-

ciently powerful to enable all sanitary authorities who so
desire to secure the closure of all wells that are known to be
polluted, and if this were not so the authority should, in my
opinion, be in a position of having no option but to refuse to
register a farm or other premises for the production and sale
of milk until a water supply had been provided of a nature to
satisfy the authority of its purity and safety against con-
tamination and pollution of all sorts.
Speaking generally, this matter of water supply to our dairy

farms and retail premises connected with the milk trade is

discouraging, inasmuch as, notwithstanding that much has
been written and said as to the danger attending the use of
water in relation with milk which has in any way been sub-
ject to contamination, conditions have been found to prevail
in so many instances of milkborne infection with a persis-
tency that is almost past comprehension. The essentials of
cleanliness and reasonable care have been lacking, and it is

against wilful neglect and ignorant procedure as regards
water supply that we to-day have to wage war. It is not as
though the matter of proper water supplies to our farms is

one that, while it operated for harm years ago, is to-day no
longer in evidence, but it is a fact that our condition in
this respect is now as bad, or nearly so, as when I reported
on the whole subject of milk in relation to disease 15 years
back. My recommendations at that time as to this matter
ran as follows, and for convenience I reproduce them in italic

characters :

TAe ivater supply of the farm should be derived from an unpol-
luted source, and care should be taken to preserve its purity at all

stapes of its use.

The icater supply should be easy ofaccess, and should be sufficient

in quantity for the pmrposes of the dairy as ivell as wholesome in
quality. There should be conveniences also for supplyiny a suffi

dent quantity of hot waterfor scalding and washing the utendls.
I note that in a model code of regulations under the Dairies,

Cowsheds, and Milkshops Order of 1885 the following clauses
are inserted, with a view of securing a water supply for farms
and the like which shall be free from all possibility of danger
to those using the milk of the farms and dairies of our
country

:

“ Every person following the trade of a cowkeeper or dairy-
man shall provide for every dairy and cowshed in his occu-
pation an adequate water supply of good quality, and
proper for the health and good condition of the cattle
therein.
“ He shall cause every receptacle in which such water may

be placed for the use of any cattle to be emptied and cleansed
as often as may be necessary.

“ In every case where the water may be stored in a cistern or
cisterns, he shall cause such cistern or cisterns to be con-
veniently placed so as to allow of ready access, and to be
properly constructed and covered so as to prevent the fouling
of the water.”
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Surely we have in this regulation sufficient room for safe-

guarding the public health in so far as water supply is con-
cerned, and it needs only that councils adopt and enforce
this salutary regulation to free us from the disgraceful con-
ditions which obtain to-day in so many of our country
districts and even towns in connection with the milk
industry.

Drainage and Filth Ekmoval.
Intimately related to the water supply of dairies is the

question of drainage, and the removal of filth and refuse
generally. It is essential to the milk business that it should
be carried on with scrupulous regard to cleanliness, and
hence stringent regulations have been drawn up for the
adoption of councils. Milk being such a ready absorbent, it

is the more to be guarded against all hurtful influences, such
as drain effluvia, the noxious air given off by stored filth, and
the gases evolved by living rooms under the same roof as
milk store-rooms, as well as from the atmosphere of any cow-
shed or other house used for the keeping of animals.

Housing of Milch Cows.
The housing of milch cattle is one of the most important

matters connected with the health and milk-producing pro-
perties of the cows. And here again regulations have been
drawn up for adoption, containing valuable provisions which,
if enforced, will do much to safeguard the cattle and their
milk from hurtful conditions. The question of cubic space
per cow is one of the main subjects which local authorities
have to face in this connection, since it is to the supposed
interest of cowkeepers to house as many cattle as possible in

a cowshed, in ignorance, either wilful or blind, of the ill con-
sequences which are likely to follow upon undue restriction
of air space. And so I would enjoin a minimum of 800 cubic
feet, as now suggesied by the Local Government Board, and
would indeed like to see a higher minimum wherever it can be
obtained. The condition of some of the cowsheds and the
like seen to be connected with the outbreaks referred to in
my abstract shows that much more attention should be given
to this matter than has hitherto been the case.

Milking and Grazing of Milch Cows.
There is a point which I should like to refer to in connec-

tion with that of cubic space in cowsheds, and that is the
milking of cattle in confined situations. There seems to be
but little doubt that we in England house our milch cows
under conditions which cannot but be for their physical
detriment, and it would seem to follow that we make them
too much of milk-producing machines under artificial sur-

roundings. The cattle of some of our colonies, for example,
are healthier than our own, and do not therefore suffer to the
same extent from maladies which in so many instances end
only in the destruction of the cattle; and with the greater
amount of freedom and fresh air which our colonial cattle
enjoy there comes the greater gain to the cattle dealer and
milk vendor. Now it seems to me that what we should aim
for is the milking of cattle under more favourable hygienic
conditions than such as generally prevail, whereby cattle are
milked in stuffy cowhouses and amid all sorts of contaminat-
ing surroundings which serve to render the milk liable to
pollution at the moment of its withdrawal from the secreting
glands of the cow. Why should not all cattle be milked in
the open air and away from all possible agencies which can
be thought of as likely to affect their milk injuriously?
Cleanliness in all its phases is an essential of a well-managed
dairy farm, and in this particular, as in all others, it should
be aimed at.

In close relation with this latter point, and naturally
following on what I have just said, cattle should be confined
as little as possible to the ofttimes foetid air of a cowshed,
but should be so housed and grazed as to give them al'

needed fresh air for their bodily development, and with a view
to guarding them as much as possible from those classes of

malady which spring from close segregation.

Present Enforceable Kegulations.
Before I go further, let me say that among the matters in

respect of which district councils can make regulations in re-

lation to the milk trade are the following, namely

:

For the inspection of cattle in dairies.

For prescribing and regulating the lighting, ventilation,
cleansing, drainage, and water supply of dairies and cow-
sheds in the occupation of persons following the trade of cow-
keepers or dairymen.
For securing the cleanliness of milk stores, milk shops, and

of milk vessels used for containing milk for sale by such
persons.
For prescribing precautions to be taken by purveyors of

milk and persons selling milk by retail against infection or
contamination.
On some of these, then, I have already touched, and here

I would merely urge upon all sanitary bodies the,great desira-
bility of securing for their districts the undoubted advantages
which will accrue from the enforcement of regulations having
for their object the safeguarding of the public health in a mat-
ter so important as the one we are discussing.

Inspection of Milch Cattle.
But there is one point which I desire next to touch upon in

a special manner, and that is the inspection of cattle in
dairies in cases where milk is considered by the medical
officer of health to be the cause of disease in the persons of

its consumers. I have notyet come across any statute orpro-
vision which enacts that a medical officer of health may, as
matter of course, on his own initiative, proceed in such cir-

cumstances to the inspection of dairy premises. It would
seem that he m.ust always be armed with an order of a justice
before he can enter on the premises of the farmer whose cattle

are yielding the milk which is doing the mischief. And even
though armed thus with an order, he cannot proceed further
to inspect the cattle in the care of the farmer without and un-
less a veterinary inspector be present. To my mind there
could not well be a more ridiculous enactment than this. We
have seen all along that those very conditions of teats and
udders of cattle which have been time and again found to be
secreting milk that on its withdrawal from their udders has
been shown to be in an infective state—that those very con-
ditions have not been recognised by the veterinary world as
being of serious import. And even to-day, and notwithstand-
ing all the mass of accumulated evidence against cattle so
suffering, no step has been taken to schedule as an “ infec-

tious disease ” any of the eruptive disorders which are in
question, and which have been in the past, as they are now,
accountable for much mischief in the direction of disease and
mortality

;
yet it is in company with an inspector of a body

which has thus ignored the necessity of recognising these
ailments of milch cattle that a medical officer of health can
alone inspect the cattle of an implicated dairy. I contend
that every medical officer of health should be armed with full

power of entry on dairy premises, and of inspection of cattle

where milk is regarded by him as causing disease in his dis-

trict. And in these days of almost universal compulsory
notification, he soon learns if any malady is being dissemi-
nated by the agency of milk.

Prohibition of Infective Milk.
Not only so, but to my way of thinking the prohibition of

the sale of the implicated milk should be a matter of much
greater simplicity than is at present the case. The formal-
ities which have nowadays to be gone through before the
prohibition can be effectually brought about militate against
any such control of tlie disease that may be in question as is

to be desired for public health reasons. I cannot see why,
when a particular milk supply is spreading disease and death
in its customers, the private interests of an individual should
be so jealously guarded while the community are made to

suffer. If a dairyman or farmer has at the end of a day’s
grace, as will inevitably prove to be the case in 99 cases out
of every 100, to stay the sale of the milk produced by his

cows, why should not the health body have the power of

stopping the sale of the milk forthwith, at the instance of

their medical adviser, with the consequence of compensation
at the end of the period which is now granted to the dairy
proprietor in which to state his case for exemption from the
operation of the order for stoppage of sale of the milk if his
case be proved ? The resulting loss to the rates in respect of

squandered milk would be very slight, espeeially in compari-
son with the suffering thus prevented, whilst of course the
upholding of the order of prohibition would saddle the dairj-
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man with the loss. Into the vexed problem of compensation
generally I do not here enter

; but on the necessity of inspec-
tions such as I have hinted at, and on the need of some
simple and immediate method of stopping the supply of sus-

pected milk, I must insist.

Milk Prohibition should be Absolute.
Another matter to which I wish to di-aw attention is the

absurdity of our present action of stopping the sale of milk
by a milk vendor in district A whilst he is permitted to

distribute his produce in district B without restraint, until

there also the occurrence of disease in association with his
milk supply enables the council to take like measures with A
to stop the sale, which even then the vendor may carry on in

yet another locality, b'ow, surely common sense dictates the
opinion that, milk being considered unsafe food in one dis-

trict, it should be so considered in all places, and hence
any medical officer of health, having placed under the ban a
particular supply of milk in his district, should have the
power of prohibiting its sale in all localities. At any rate
the authorities of districts in which the milk vendor trades
should have the option of stopping the sale of the commodity
within the area of their jurisdiction.

Milk of Newly-calved Cows.
Among the conditions of milch cows which lend themselves

to the secretion of milk which has danger for its consumers,
we have found calving to be prominent when the mother has
been brought into the milking sheds for trade purposes
immediately after the process of delivery of her progeny.
Hence, some very stringent rule should be laid down as to

the time within which the milk of newly-calved cows shall

not be distributed for human consumption, and even then
not without first testing it as to its coagulable qualities.
Inability of boiling to free it from coagulation should con-
demn the milk as food for man.

Eruptive Diseases of Milch Cows.
As for the eruptive diseases of teats and udders which

have been found in conjunction with milk of infective
quality, it cannot be too distinctly laid down that all cattle
so affected should be at once removed from the operations of

the milking shed and placed in quarantine, until they have
been declared on medical authority to be in a state in which
they can be again safely brought into the dairy business, or,

on the other hand, have been destroyed. In this connection,
it will be obvious that sustained and frequent inspection of
cowsheds is called for in order that the cattle may be kept
well under supervision

;
and the inspection cannot be

entrusted to anybody and everybody, but must be made by
those whose qualifications fit them for the duty—as, for

example, medical men with special training in cow conditions
and maladies in relation with disease in the human subject.
The matter is one of serious moment and calls for serious
attention.
But I feel that I must go still further and insist on the

scheduling of these teat and udder eruptions among diseases
of animals within the meaning of the Infectious Diseases
(Animals) Acts. It may be held that such eruptions cannot
find place in the list of diseases for the purposes of those
Acts, since the statutes are intended to relate only to diseases
of animals in relation with disease in brute creation, though
this is not borne out by the maladies now included. But,
again, I would refer to the Dairies Supervision Act of 1886
passed by the Parliament of New South Wales, which colony
has shown itself ahead of the Mother Country in the matter
of such legislation. Under the Act the Governor of the
Colony has power to name, add to, or alter the list of dis-

eases to which the statute shall relate, and under the
authority thus conferred upon him the Governor, in Novem-
ber of the same year, included among diseases in animals for

the purposes of the Act, “ Udder inflammations, eruptions, or
warts of.” And Section x expressly lays down that “it shall
not be lawful in any district for any person. ..to sell or supply
any milk which shall have been produced from any diseased
animal,” such prohibition being one which, if it were in force
in our own country, would be for the undoubted benefit of

the public health. And yet we are content to go on disregard-
ing warnings of our Stale health experts, and allow veterinary
authorities to pass as having a clean bill of health cows which
are suffering under a malady which has been proved over and
over again to be disseminating disease and death to human
beings, many of them helpless infants or children whose sus-
tenance to a great extent depends on the quality of the milk
which enters so largely into their every-day diet.

Lists of Milk Consumers.
A very useful and necessary power has been given to

authorities by the above-named Colonial Act with refeience
to lists of customers of dairymen whose cattle are furnishing
milk which has been medically certified to be causing di.--

ease in its consumers. In such circumstances the local
authority may call upon a dairyman or milk vendor to
“ furnish fjrthwith upon demand a full and complete list
of all his customers, and to give such assistance to discover
the residence of all, or any of them, as the authority making
the inquiry may deem necessary.” No doubt there are pro-
visions of a similar nature in some local Acts in force in our
own country, but I would see such a necessary power con-
ferred on all local health bodies as a matter of course. The
usefulness of such a provision to a medical officer of health
making inquiry into some intricate and complex prevalence
wherewith he is certain that milk has in some way entered
will be seen at once. The absence of such power of demand-
ing assistance of this nature from the vendor of the impli-
cated milk has in time past militated much against the eluci-
dation of milk outbreaks, and has no doubt been the means
of relegating to the long list of un traced sources of infectious
disease occurrences which would with the power to hand have
proved easy of settlement.

Notification of Disease.
In reference to the question of infectious disease on dairy

and farm and milk vendors’ premises, I would see a very
stringent enforcement of compulsory notification, and heavy
penalties inflicted where it can be pi'oved that disease has
been concealed, orwhere infectious illness has been knowingly
present in the person of anybody concerned in the business of
milking or milk distributing and the like.

Present Penalties too Small.
And dairying operations carried on under conditions which

render the milk liable to contamination should be visitid
with equally heavy penalty. Indeed the matter of penalties
needs much reconsideration, since it must needs be that
dairymen will often prefer to run the risk of being detected
in some underhand business with the chance of a fine rather
than hesitate to perform some unscrupulous act, because they
find as matter of actual experience that it pays better to run
the risk, with the knowledge of only a small fine being
inflicted in any case, than lose the added gain that comes
fix.ni their nefarious practices.

Ice Cream Kegulation.
I do not here enter into the question of the regulation of

the ice cream trade further than to say that I tliink such
regulation as can be applied with any chance of success
sliould be brought about, and that speedily. We dally with
these matters far too long, and the evil resulting is allowed
to go on uninterruptedly because of the heavy machinery for

bringing into operation any needed reforms and the apparent
apathy of those charged with the function of moving it.

Tuberculosis.
1 am not unmindful of the great gravity of tuberculosis as

a disease communicated to man by the milk of cows; but 1

foresee much difficulty in the way of laying down any sug-
gested measures of prevention as regards the milk of tuber-
culous cattle in view of the sitting of a Royal Commission on
Tuberculosis at the present moment ; whilst at the same time
I have such confidence in the Commission as now constituted
as leads me to expect th.rt much of the legislative and other
power needed to efficiently safeguard the public in the matter
of its milk supply will follow as a result of the deliberations
of that Committee.
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Conclusion.
T liave now finished my task, but very imperfectly I am

well aware. Space has not been at my disposal to treat of

the whole subject as I could have desired, but I have at least

touched on the fringe of the most important of the multiple
phases of the milk trade in relation to disease in man, and
that must suffice and will suffice if it sets sanitarians thinking
more of the matters thus summarily dealt with. The period
covered by my report has been one of deep significance, and
many discoveries in so far as cow maladies have been con-
cerned in their causal relationship with infectious disease in
man. Generally, the most important discovery has been
that related to the ability of the cow herself to render infective
the milk which she secretes. Human agency in the process
of rendering the milk infective is no longer regarded as a sine

vud non to the acceptance of the milk theory of spread of

disease. Then again, the transfer to local health bodies of

the powers formerly cast upon local authorities without the

scope of the Public Health Acts, and the Local Government
Board in replacement of the Privy Council as the central
administrative power have been achieved. Legislation has
moved slowly in the right direction of added stringency of
regulations in regard to the milk Hade, and many local

health authorities have obtained powers far in advance of
those conferred generally. But it has often happened that
advanced town councils have paved the way by means of
local legislation for general measures of much moment, and I

cannot but hope that very shortly we shall see the best of

these local powers brought within the scope of a general
measure, which shall also give opportunity for embody-
ing those further necessary additions to our dairy and
milk-shop legislation, which by their absence from our
statute book hamper so terribly local bodies that are anxious
to safeguard the public health on the strength of present
admittedly insufficient powers.

Ernest Hart.



ABSTRACT.
I.—DIPHTHERIA AND SORE THROAT.

1.—RITGBV.
Date of Outbreak

:

March, i88i. Reporter: G. Wilson, M D., M.O.H. Total

Nuniber of Cases

:

loo, and others not stated. Number of Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk: All. Ptrcentage to Total Cases :

loo. Numb'r of Families supplied by Milkman: 40. Number of such
Fam'lies invaded : 18. Percentage

:

43.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Mixture with milk of healthy cattle the

produce of a cow suffering from " garget.”
Circum-tances impUcating Milk .—At Rugby School three houses only

attacked, with some 30 cases in each, these houses alone being served with
the particular milk.

iee/erence.—Bkitish M EDICAL Joubnai, vol. ii, 1881, p. 413.

2.— lIE\l»OSr.
Date of Outbreak: January, 1883. Reporter: Mr. W. H. Power, F.R.S.,

L.G.B. Total Number of Cases: 33. Deaths: 3. Numb'r of Cases
anongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk : 30. Perea tag- to Total Cases ; 86.

Number of Families supplied by Milkman: 86. Number of such Families
Invad’d: 13. Percentoge : 13.

Sanitary Circumstances of Fa-im or Dairy from which the M’lk was derived .

—

Sewer discharges at higher level into a ditch passing within 22 paces from
pond used for washing and rinsing purposes m connection with dairying
utensils, milk cans etc.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak —Local health oflBf er regarded contamination
of milk as having probably been caused by sewage gaining access to dairy
pond by ovei flow of ditch which is apt to occur. Pond water found to be
largely fouled by sewage matter. Mr. Power looks upon the ascertained
“ropy” condition of the milk, at a time consistent with his theory, as

having given rise to its infective quality, a quality strictly limitedin point
of time.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—Oa January yth. 14 eases of diphtheria

came under notice in 6 houses, all of better class, and all taking the one
milk supply. In epidemic period, January ist to loth, nine tenths of the
invaded houses took the pai ticular milk service. Among a few customers
served by the same daiiy in the adjoining Finchley district nearly a dozen
persons in four families suffered trom sore throat coincidently with the
Hendon outbreak.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Xij>ease.—Certain families habitually

using the milk in a boiled state wholly escaped invasion. Disea'-e

specially in evidence where taken in large quantities and used in a raw
state.
Reference —Report to Local Government Board. British Medical

Journal, vol. ii, 1883, p. 124.

3.— “ONE OF THE LONDON SEBERBS.”
Date of Outbreak: April 1883. Reporter: Morell Mackenzie, M.D. Total

Number of Cases : 16. Deaths: 3. Numb-r of Cases amongst Dr-nkers
of Suspecteel Milk

:

All. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. Number of
Families invaded

:

g.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived.
—Water used for washing can drawn from the ordinary mains through
a cistern situate in the cowhouse.
Exating Cause of Outbieak.—Hot traced ;

but questions arose as to cause
arising from (i) direct contamination of milk by human agency ; (2) poi-

soning by impure water; (3) afl'ection of the cows capable of conveying
diphtheria; and (4) atmospheric transmission of the poison of diphtheria
from pre-existing cases.

Circumstances implicating J/jffc.—The disease, which had existed in a
mild epidemic foim for some mouths, suddenly broke out with great
severity, all the cases occurring within 3 days in 9 families. Of these,
6 families derived all their milk from the suspected source, two prin-
cipally, and one paitially. The invaded houses were widely scattered
through the district.

Reference.—DsivnsTi Medical Journal, vol. i, 1883, p 874.

4.—l»EVONI'ORT.
Date of Outbreak : December, 1S83. Repoet-r

:

Dr. Parsons, L.G.B. Total
Number of Cnees : 31. Dea'hs : 5. Nuihber of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspecteel Milk : 27 Percentage to T- tal Cases : 87. Number of Fandlies
supplied by Milkman : 236. Number of such Families invaded : 18. Per-
centage : 7.

SanHary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived .

—

Farm well 32 yards from dungpit, and 22 from manuie heap. Water sus-
pected by medical officer of health, and well closed. Water said to be
used only for washing carts. Distributing milkshop had a case of diph-
theria next door, the yards to the two houses closed in by high buildings,
and air thus stagnated.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.— Facts consistent with contamination of the
milk by infective material of partial amount and of occasional occur-
rence. Cause of infection may have been some condition of farm or daily
premises, or by milk cans being wiped out with cloths which hung up in
the dairy yard, and which might have contracted impurities from the
atmosphere

Circum-tanees implicating Milk.—Outbreak limited to persons in better
class houses, and of good social position. All but two cases (other than
the two initial attacks in mid-November) in consumers of the milk of one
dairyman ; and even of these two, one ceitainly, and the other probably,
had on occasion had milk from tlie same dairy.

Refer/ nee.—Repoit to Local Government Board. British Medical
Journal, vol. i, 1883, p. 876.

a.—CARDIFF.
Date of Outbreak: 1883. Reporter: Dr. Paine, M.O IT. Deaths: “Several.”

Number of Cases amor gst Driukirs of Suspected Milk

:

All. Percentage
to Total Cases : too.

Sanitary Circumst -nces of Farm or Dairy from whi- h the Milk u-as derived .

—

Well water contained an excessive amount of sewage contamination.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Fatal cases of diphtheria at the farmhouse
led to analysis of the well water, and closure of the well for drinking, but
not for general purposes. Tin milk vessels rinsed night and morning
with well water.
Circums ances implic tting M Ik .—Some time after partial closure of well

fatal cases of diphtheria occuired in the town, all in persons obtaining
milk from the infected farm. No fatal cases occurred after total and per-
manent closure of the well.
iie/erente.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. i, 1883, p. 973.

6.—CANTERBERY.
Dale of Outbreak

:

July 1886. Reporter: Dr. Wacher, M O.H. Total Number
of Cases : 231. Number of Families supplied by Milkman : 196. Number
of Such Families invaded : 116. Percentage: 59.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from whicfi the Milk was derived .

—

Apparently satisfactory.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Milkman and his family found to be suffer-

ing from sore throat
;
and tour calves had been suffering from diarrhoea.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Ot 422 houses canvassed in one locality,
196 supplied either wholly (160) or in part (36) by the incriminated milk.
Of these 196 houses 113 invaded by diplitheria in a period of 8 days

;
and

only 3 of the remaining 226 houses so invaded.
Facts showing Spec’al Incidence of Dis-ase .—One patient had the milk

only at a friend’s house in tea. The family took other milk at home, and
all the rest of the household escaped.
Rejtrence .

—

British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1886, p. 397.

7.—YORK TOWN AND CAHBERLEY. SURREY.
Date of Outbreak: October, 1886. Reporter: W. II. Power, F. K.S., LG.B.

Total Number of Cases: 140. Deaths: 16. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk : 124 Percentane to Tut-l Cos- s : Zg. Number
of Fumdies s-pplied by Milkman: 94. Number of such Families in-
vaded: 48. Percentage: 31.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived .

—

Well in use at farm found in two of three analyses made to be danger-
ously polluted, the impurities being deemed of vegetable origin, no evi-
dence of sewage pollution being forthcoming. Well water always used for
dairying purposes in a boiled state.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Not definitely made out. Some people

blamed contamination of milk by human agency
;

this not probable.
Others deemed the use of polluted water as the cause ; this not borne out
by the facts. Most likely cause, the use of the milk of two cows aficr
calving, their milk being brought into the business at a time parallel wiih
the epidemic outburst of diphihei ia.

Circumstances implicoting .\Iilk.— Ot the 37 houses invaded, 48 (84 2 per
cent.) took the implicated milk, and all were invaded in the ten days
October 8ih to 17th. Of 140 individuals attacked, 124 {88.3 per cent.) were
consumers of the milk, and n6 of these 93.3 percent.) were attacked in
the same ten days.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Amount of milk consumed

seen to determine also amount ot disease; thus, of better class families
taking the milk, 84, and ot poorer class, only 22 percent, invaded. Of
children under 13 years in the one and the other class, 54 and 6 iier cent,
respectively attacked. One case in a lady followed upon the consumption
of some of the particular milk at a friend's house one day, the hostess
also falling ill.

Re/erewce.—Report to Local Government Board.

H.—EALING.
Date of Outbreak: January, 1887. Reporter: ,'W. H. Power, F.F.S, L.G.B.

Total Numb'-r oj Cases: 30. Number of Cases amo-gst Drinkers of
Suspected .Milk : 26. Percentage to Total Cast s : Z6. Number if Families
sui.plied by Milkman : 30. Number of such Families invaded, n. Per-
ez wage, 28.

Sanit-iry Circumstances of Farm nr Dairy from which the Milk was derived .

—

No sanitary deficiency at eilher dairy or its associated farm pi emises.
Exciting Cause of Ourbreak.—Hot ascertained, owing to the withholding

of much Information of a valuable character by meoical practitioners and
residents. Milk vendor himself ‘ allbrded every assistance in his power
to the inquiry.”
Circumstanez s implicating Milk.—The data as to the total number of cases,

the number of cases amongst drinkers of suspected milk, and percentage
are based only on a special efiort made in a particular section of the dis-
trict to determine, if possible, the relations of the outbreak to the impli-
cated milk. As a result, it was found that in January, of 126 households
furnishing information, 30 took the milk and 28 per cent, were invaded,
against less than 3 per cent, of the remaining 76 households

; and that of
the 422 inmates taking the milk, b per cent, were attacked, being tenfohl
greater than among ti e 633 persons getting other milk. Of children, over
7 in each 100 consumers of the milk were attacked, and not one of those
consuming other milk. From an estimate formed as accurately as was
possible it was deemed that among the 3,000 persons taking the impli-
cated milk, attacks of diphtheria and sore throat were, in the epidemic
period, 20 limes more llian on hoiiselioids getting milk from other dairies.
Reference .—Report to the Local Government Board.

9.—ENFIELD.
Date of Outbreak

;

November rnd December, 1887. Repor'er: Dr. R. Bruce
Low, L.G.B. Total Number of Czises

:

31. Deaths: 12. Number of
Czises amongst Drinkers of Suspz-cied Hulk: 42. Pereeniage to Totid
Ciiss: 82. Number of Families supplied by Milkman: 210. Number oJ
such Families invaded : 21. Percentage: 10.

Sanitary Circumr t,ances of Farm, or Dairy from which Milk was derived, an/l
Exciting Cause of Uutbreuk .

—“Tlie conditions of actual milk distribu-
tion, and the distance of time between the events and their investiga-
tion,” presented difficulties as to elucidation of facts “ insui mountable.”

Circu'/zstances implicating Milk.—Those n cases were a recrudescence of a
much larger epidemic prevalence in 1887 due to school influence and
other factors. The recrudescent attacks were limited alike in locality
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and social status of sufferers, the latter being of the better class alto-

gether, quite unlike the earlier manifestations of diphtheria. All the
cases at the end of November and in the first three weeks of December,
and all the deaths in this period, occurred in persons consuming milk
from one source. Of the houses using the milk, lo per cent, were invaded

;

of houses not using the milk, less than i percent. Of persons consuming
the milk, over 3, and of those not consuming it less than 0.5 percent,
were attacked.

iie/ererace.—Report to the Local Government Board.

10.— CROYOOIV.
Date of Ouibrenk: October, 1890. Reporter: Dr. Philpot, M.O.H. Total

Number of Ca«es : 191. Deaths : 38. Numhee of Cases amongst Drinkers

of Suspected Milk: 123. Peicentage to Total Cases: 63. Number of
Families supplied by Milkman

:

124. Percentage of such Families
Invaded

:

40.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Te&t eruptions in cows, stated by Dr. Klein
tn be sirriilar to tliose met with in diphtheria outbreaks traced to milk of

diseased cows.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—Milk from one source supplied by one

dairy, tlie customers of which suffered to the extent of 40 per cent, of

households supplied. Same milk formed one-seventh of the supply of

another dairy, the customers of which suffered in 10 per cent, of house-
holds taking it. The milk from these two sources caused diphtheria in

12 per cent, of the households consuming it, against less than one-fifth

per cent, of household invasions where the milk from other 31 sources
was used Proportion as 60 to i. Cases ceased to arise when the impli-
cated milk was stopped.
Reference.—Daily Graphic, February 3rd, 1891 ;

and report of medical
officer of health.

'

11.—CO. WORCESTER.
Date of Outbreak: November, 1891. Reporter: Dr. Thursfield, M.O.H.

Total Number of Cases : 6. Deaths : 1. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk: 6. Percentage to TUal Cases: 100. Num-
ber of Families supplied by Milkman

:

i. Number of such Families
invaded : i. Percentage : 100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Two of three cows, the milk of which was
used by the keeper’s family and the rest made into butter, affected with
particular disease of teats, pustules bursting in the act of milking, the
cows being in a febrile state.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—All the children of the household had
suffered from diphtheria some years back. Five of them and the mother
were affected. One death, of a child. Mother and son who milked the
cows, first attacked. No diphtheria elsewhere in locality.

Reference.—Public Health, 1891-92, p. 130.

12.—SIJRlSirOlV.
Date 0/ OutSrenfc ; December, 1891. Reporter: Dr. Coleman, M.O.H. Total

Number of Cases

:

27. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk : 27. Percentage to Total Cases : 100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak —Inmates of country farm ill of diphtheria.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—All cases were of persons taking the

milk from the invaded farm. The cases stopped a week after the source
of supply was changed.
Reference.—Public Health, 1891-92, p. 158.

13.—OlASROW.
Date of Outbreak: August, 1892. Reporter: Dr. Russell, M.O.H. Total

Number of Cases

:

224.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived.—
Business at both dairy and farm conducted with scrupulous attention to
cleanliness. No insanitary conditions present.
Exciting Cause of Oulftreat.—Nearly all of a herd of 53 cows suffered from

teat eruptions, small in beginning, but leading to ulceration. Ulcers
yielding faintly-coloured fluid

;
three or four on one teat ; sometimes all

teats atiected. “ Hendon ” streptococcus isolated from lymph, as proved
by growth and inoculation into mice. Two varieties of eruption in
question shown by experiments on calves with scabs from ulcers, one
bring true vaccinia, the other a non-vesicular eruption of a specific
character like that of “ Camberwell ” outbreak. No suggestion of desqua-
mation or evidence of constitutional disturbance in cattle, as observed in
Hendon and Camberwell cases. Farmer and three other milkers had
eruptive sores on hands, one being compelled to stop work.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Between August 6th and 8th, from 60 to
70 cases notified. Milk supply stopped on 8th; cases ceased on 12th.
On latter date all cattle seemingly recovered separated from rest, and
njilk sold unmixed from 22i’d till 30th, when supply again stopped. Cases
cropped up on 2sih and occurred daily till September 8th, all among con-
sumers of this milk.
Reference.—

B

ritisb. Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1892, pp. 432, 666 ;
vol. i,

1S93, p 35.

14.—IIMEKIENH (VILLAUE IIV FIFESHIRE).
Date of Outbreak

:

August to December, 1892. Reporter

:

Dr. Nasmyth,
M.O.H. Total Number of Cases: 28. Deaths: 4. Number of Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

16. Percentage to Total Cases

:

57. Number of Families invaded : 14.

Sanitary Circumstanres of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Farm large, well conducted.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Occurrence of case of diphtheria in farm-

house. Patient found walking about the dairy premises day after notifi-

cation. No attempt at isolation, but boy going into byres and all about
the place. Direct communication between those attending boy and those
managing the dairy.

Cirnnnstavees impl’cating Milk.—Occurrence of epidemic amongst a large
proportion of the families using the milk from this particular dairy at
commencement of epidemic.
A’f/crcnce.—Annual Report for 1892.

1.3.—FIIVCIILEV.
Date of Outbreak

:

November, 1894. Reporter: Dr. Kenwood, M.O.H.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Three cows supplying the milk had diseased

teats, and one had a chronic abscess of her udder.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—From November 8th to i8th there were

94 per cent, of the houses supplied by the dairy invaded by the throat
malady. The disease attacked all classes, and especially adults over 20
years of age. Twenty-four hours after issue of a notice to boil all milk,
the epidemic ceased as sudaenly as it started.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Better class houses, and

generally those using most milk, suffered in greatest degree. After cessa-
tion of the throat epidemic, true diphtheria, but of a mild type, grew up
in the district, 23 of the first 38 cases being in persons who had just before
suffered from the throat malady. Only one diphtheria death resulted in
whole quarter.
Reference.—Britisb. Medical Journal, 1895, vol. i, pp. 1167-68.

II.—SCAELATINA.
1 .—VVOIVERHAMPTOIV.

Date of Outbreak : April, 1881. Reporter : Dr. Love, M.O.H.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Milk seller engaged in distributing milk

during the illness of her children whom she nursed through an attack of
scarlatina.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Geses occurred outside the milk seller’s
house easily traceable to the milk which she supplied. She was ordered
to cease delivering milk, a penalty being imposed for disobedience lo
order issued.
Reference.—Britisb Medical Journal, vol. i, 1881, p. 819.

2 R9tEENOC'K.
Date of Outbreak

:

October, 1881. Total Number of Cases : 100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.— Cases of scarlatina recently in farmer s
family.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Nearly all the families attacked had
milk from a particular farmer. Disease at first largely confined to
working classes, but attacked better class later.
Reference.—Britisb Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1881 p. 717.

3.—A'WKTH LUIVUON.
Date of Outbreak: January, 1882. Reporter: W. H. Power, F.R.S., L G.B.

Total Number of Cases: “Extensive outbui>t.” Type: “Mild."
Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk : Almost wholly.
Percentage to Total Cases : Practically 100.

Sanitary Circumstances ofFarm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived.—
Satisfactory.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Some condition of one cow recently calved

may be looked upon as the exciting cause of infective quality of the milk.
She had lost portions of her coat, and her buttocks and posterior udder,
when seen by Mr. Power in February, were fouled and stained by excre-
mental matter, and perhaps by vaginal discharge as well.
Circumstances implicating Milk.-Tha implicated milk distributed to

several sanitary areas in London, and the preponderance of attacks in
consumers of the milk very marked in all of them. In period January
14th to 30th well nigh all the cases of scarlatina and throat illness in

^t. Giles were indiinkers of themilk; drinkers of milk from other sources
almost entirely escaped. Of 39 concurrent cases in f'amberwell, 82 per
cent, drank the same milk. Certain families supplied with the milk en
route from one of the London termini to the retailer’s premises also con-
tracted scarlatina at the same time.
Facts showing Specied Incidence of Disease.—01 6 families belonging to

railway servants purchasing some two to three imperial gallons daily of

themilk on its reaching Cliaring Cross Station, 13 members fell ill of
scarlatina during the same epidemic period.
Jfe/'emice.—Report to the Local Government Board.

4 .—GREENOCK,
Date of Outbreak: January and February, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Wallace,

M.O.H. Total Number of Cases: 20. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

All. Percentage to Total Cases

:

100.

Number of Families taking the Milk invaded : n.
Exciting Cause of Outoreat.—Scarlatina in dairyman’s family

; 4 cases,
initial case dating from January 19th.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Bp to February ist 20 cases were noti-

fied in II families using milk from the dairy in question. No cases
reported after the milk supply was stopped.
Reference.—Britisb Medical Journal, vol. i, 1882, p. 437.

5.

—

SENItERLAlVD.
Date of Outbreak : July, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Harris, M.O.H. Deaths : 4.

Exciting Cause of Ouiftreat.—Existence of scarlatina in a dairy.

Circumstances impliciting Milk.—Fovir deaths in the neighbourhood
found to have occurred among consumers of milk from the infected
dairy. Number of non-fatal attacks not known. Illness at dairy not re-

ported. and only accideutally discovered.
Reference.—Britisb Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1882, p. 100.
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6.—«REEXO«K.
Date of Ouiftreail: ; October and November, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Wallace,

M.O.H. Total Number of Cases

:

47. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers

of Suspected Milk : 12. Percentage to Total Cases

:

26.

Exciting Cause of Outbreat.—Unrecognised cases of scarlatina in the
person of a milk dealer and of his child. Cases not medically attended.

Circumstances implicating .Vfft.—Occurrence of cases of scarlatina among
consumers of the particular milk service led to discovery of disease in

milk dealer’s house. Dr. Wallace regards 8 out of 26 cases in October as
“clearly connected with this contaminated milk,” and 4 out of 21 cases
in November as “ unquestionably” due to the same cause.
Reference.— Medical Jouknal, vol. ii, 1882, p. 1325.

7.—HUH,.
Date of Outbreak : 1882. Reporter : J. Mason, M.O.H,

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Case ot scarlatina in a child at a milk shop
three weeks before the local sanitary authority had knowledge of its

existence. No precautions had been taken to safeguard the milk from
infection.
Circumstances implicating M/ifc.—Milk supply stopped when disease at

dairy heard of, but Mr. Mason later discovered scarlatina at five centres
in the town, each having its origin in the infected dairy.
iJe/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. i, 1883, p. 334.

8 .—WOLBOItOUUH.
Date of Outbreak

:

April, 1883. Reporter : Medical Officer of Health. Number
of Families invaded ; q.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Good, reason existed for believing that un-
reported cases of scarlatina existed recently in a dairyman’s family, the
milk being taken as usual into the infected house prior to distribution to
customers.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Of 16 families invaded by the disease, 9
had their milk from the infected house.
iJc/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. i, 1883, p. 780.

9.—DUNItEE.
Date of Outbreak : October, 1883. Total Number of Cases : 17. Deaths : 4.

Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

17. Percentage to
Total Cases : 100. Number of Families taking the Milk invaded : 12.

Sanitary Circumstances ofFarm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived .

—

Part of dwelling house used as a dairy, the means of ventilation, cleans-
ing. drainage, and water supply not being such as to ensure protection of
mnk against contamination.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—^iVs. stored in kitchen where a boy was

lying ill of scarlatina, and milk business carried on by dairyman’s wife
and servant after recent contact with the patient.

Circumstances implicating jl/iii: —All the cases notified occurred within
four days in consumers ot the infected milk, the per-case mortality being
24 per cent.
JSc/erewce.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1883, p. 839.

10.—NORTH LONOON AN» HENOON.
Date Of Outbreak

:

November and December, 1885. Reporter

:

Mr. W. H.
Power, F.R.S., L.G.B. Percentage to Total Cases of Attacks in Persons
drinking the Suspected. Milk: “ A strikingly large proportion.”

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which the Milk was derived .

—

“ Sanitarily perfect.”
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .

—

A condition of certain milch cows, which
had for its outward manifestations an eruption of teats and udders, and
which was communicable from cow to cow. Subcultures of the ulcerous
discharge of the affected animals as well as the original discharged matter
itself, produced in calves into which the material was inoculated a dis-
ease having unmistakable affinities under some conditions with the dis-
ease in the milch cows, and under other conditions with scarlatina in the
human subject.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—The disease appeared simultaneously in

all but one of the five localities to which the implicated milk was dis-
tributed after absence of scarlatina for some time previously. The escape
of the one locality seen later to have deep significance, since the special
condition of certain milch cows was found to govern the specific nature
of the milk distributed, and these cows, on being added to the general
from the “ quarantine” sheds, did not enter that one of the three sheds from
which milk was sent to the exempted area. Only during the period of
inquiry when cow movements led to communication of the cow malady to
this third shed—just prior to stoppage of the milk service—did the area
in question begin to contribute cases of scarlatina among consumers of
the milk. In 2 sanitary districts intermission of scarlatina cases among
drinkers of the milk was noticed during a well-defined period of ten days
during which freedom from the cow disease of the animals in the shed
furnishing milk to those two districts was ascertained by close inquiry.
The cow first to suffer was a newly-imported animal brought into the
eneral service of the farm a week prior to commencement of the out-
reak. Other 3 cows—i introduced the same day and the remaining2 some

fortnight later—were found to be suffering in like manner
; and all at

Idates and in sheds coinciding with observed prevalence of scarlatina in
ocaiities served by milk from them and other milch cows afterwards
affected.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—When the sale of the milk

was prohibited in London some of it got clandestinely distributed among
poor people at Hendon ; and among the few thus served half-a-dozen
families were invaded by scarlatina at a time when the disease had ceased
to exert its influence in the London districts.

Jfe/ere?ice.—Report to the Local Government Board.

11.—HTHBLEDON AND MERTON.
Date of Outbreak

:

December, 1886, and January, 1887. Reporter : Mr. W. H.
Power, F.R S., L.G.B. Total Number of Cases : 545. Number of Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

403. Percentage to Total Cases :

90.5. Number of Families suppliedby Milkman : 274. Number of such
Families invaded : 172. Percentage : 63.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived.—
Satisfactory.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Not definitely ascertained. But of the cows

seen, “ some few appeared to be recovering from affection of the skin
and udder, very similar to the malady reported on by Dr. Klein as having
occurred among certain cows at Hendon” (see No. 10).

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Ifo fewer than 431 attacks occurred in
a single week, at the end of December. The sale of the milk was pro-
hibited on December 31st. The malady ceased to operate some i6 days
later. In this epidemic week consumers of the implicated milk suffered
700 times as much as consumers of milk from other sources, and through-
out the entire period in the proportion of 100 to i. Where the milk was
distributed generally and abundantly, the disease appeared in corre-
sponding intensity, following particular roads or streets and passing
others, according as the milk did or did not go there.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Disease fell especially on

well-to-do people, and was seen to attack most largely those who con-
sumed most milk, the rateable value of houses and quantity of milk used
being important factors in determining the amount of disease to be
expected.
Rt/erence.—Report to the Local Government Board.

Vt.—HTARUETON.
Date of Outbreak

:

April, 1887. Reporter : Dr. W. Brown, M.O.H. Total
Number of Cases: ii. Deaths: 4. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers
of Suspected Milk

:

ii. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. Number ol

Families Supplied by Milkman : Some 50 or 60. Number of such Families
Invaded : 6. Percentage : 10.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Cows drank the contents of a large stagnant pool, which received the
drainage from several cottages, from neighbouring fields, and from heaps
of horse and cow manure near at hand
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Pool from which the cows drank, and in the

contents of which some of the dairying vessels were washed, polluted by
sewage.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—All the cases were in drinkers of the one

milk supply, and all the households save one got the milk through a local
retailer, the remaining household getting it direct from the farm.
Reference.—Monthly Report of M.O.H.

13.—? NORFOLK.
Date of Outbreak : December. 1887. Reporter: Dr. H. Mallins. Total Num-

ber of Cases : 5. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk :

5. Percentage to Total Cases : 100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.- Rash on teats of cow, and milk, when
allowed to stand, of distinctly greyish colour. Cow also had a “ humour ”

all over its body, the rash having the appearance of small red pimples.
Later on cow desquamated freely.

Circumstances implicating Milk .

—

The 5 cases were all of children in i

family. All had first an affection of the mouth, and later they manifested
a vesicular eruption.
Reference.—Lancet, 1888, vol. i, p. nq.

14.—JE8MOND-ON-TVNE.
Date of Outbreak

:

January and February, i888. Reporter: Dr. H. Arm-
strong, M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : 19. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

17. Percentage to Total Cases

:

89.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Illness, suggestive of scarlatina, in the
families of two milkmen supplying the implicated milk, upwards of three
months prior to outbreak.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—N\\ the cases arose in eleven days, and

of the 19 cases in 16 households, 17 were of persons havin only the
milk supply in common.
Reference.—Public Health, 1888-89, P* *4.*

15.—POIXOKSHIELDI8 ,NEAR OLASGOW.
Date of Outbreak

:

June, 1888. Reporter. Dr. Carmichael. Total Number oj

Cases: 70. Deaths; “Several.” Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk

:

70. Percentage to Total Cases

:

100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Cases of scarlet fever in the persons of the
servant and childfren of the farm supplying the milk.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—All the persons affected partook of th

implicated milk.
Jie/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1888, p. 32.

16.—NEWCA8TLE-ON-TTNB.
Date of Outbreak : July, 1888. Reporter : Dr. H. Armstrong. M.O.H. Tota

Number of Cases : 74. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk : 61. Percentage to Total Cases : 82.

Extsiting Cause of Outbreak.—Three children in family of one man attend-
ing cows ill of scarlatina-like disease.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—AW the 61 cases occurred in the space of

13 days, the outbreak being localised, after absence of the disease from
the city, and only 13 additional cases occurring in the rest of the town.
Reference.—Public Health, 1888-89, p. 156.
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n.—GIAKOUW.
Date of Outbreak

:

October, 1888. Reporter

:

Dr. Russell, M.O.H. Total
Number of Caser : 56. Nuviber of Cases amoiir/st Drinkers of Suspected
Milk

:

43, Percentage to Total Cases : 77. Number of Families supplied
bg Milkman

:

363, Number of stick Families invaded

:

29. Percent-
age : 8.

Exciting Cause of Oa<6reai:. —Members of families of two dairymen ill

from ill defined throat affections following on scarlet fever in other mem-
bers at one of the shops. Family relations of two businesses interlaced.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—Ot 36 cases which occurred within a

period of s weeks, 40 cropped up in 4 days. Outbreak limited to well-to-do
part of city, among persons consuming large quantities of milk, and
limited in its epidemic outburst to consumers of the implicated milk.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Amount of milk related to

quantity of and severity of disease.
Reference.—Lancet, 1888, vol. ii, p. 1079.

18.—Ul'TOlV AND IHAC'CIESFIEID.
Date of Outbreak

;

February, 1889. Reporter

:

Dr. Parsons, L.G.B. Total
Number of Cases: 129. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk; 123. Percentage to Total Cases : Number of Families supplied
bg Milkman : 100. Number of such Families Invaded : 58. Percentage

:

58.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Well 7 yards from privy and pigstyes, and its contained water found on
analysis to be polluted by sewage.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.— cans rinsed out with cold water from

this well, but this not deemed the means by which the milk got con-
taminated. Most likely cause, the use of the milk of a cow recently
calved. Later on this cow was found to have developed vesicular sores
on her teats, and her milk was then rejected. She had lost flesh.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—Tho outburst was sudden after long ab-

sence of scarlatina, much throat illness being prevalent in this outburst,
and 2 cases of undoubted diphtheria. All but 6 cases in Upton (2 of scar-
latina in school children, i of sore throat, and 3 of “ mumps ”) occurred
among consumers of the milk. Of households using the milk in that
village 77 per cent, invaded, and 37 per cent, of members attacked, as
compared with 17 and s respectively outside the milk run.

Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—\n -wtiolo outburst there was
a difference as between 45 and 89 per cent, of households attacked accord-
ing as 5 pint or a whole pint and upwards was taken dally, and a differ-
ence as between 12 and 50 per cent, of members of these households
attacked.
f?e/erence.—Report to Local Government Board.

19.—BRISTOL.
Date of Outbreak: December, 1890, to February, 1891. Reporter; Dr. D. S.

Davies, M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : 284. Deaths : 15.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Hot ascertained.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—Epidemic sudden, and cessation well

marked. Well-to-do families largely attacked. Of the 205 households
invaded, 74, or 34 per cent., were supplied by milk from one farm. In the
districts most heavily attacked i in each 40 of the total houses jwas in-
vaded, against i in each 7 taking the Implicated milk.
Reference.—Public Health, 1891-92, p. 363.

30.—SITTTOiV COLDFIELD.
Date of Outbreak

:

February-April, 1891. Reporter : Dr. Bostock Hill,
M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : 40. Deaths: 5. Cases amongst Drinkers
of Suspected Milk

;

Almost without exception.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—One cow recently calved, much emaciated,

with some indication of recent ulceration on teats. Later she had exten-
sive patches of desquamation, an ulcer on one teat, and an eruption on
the udder. Appearances those of Hendon outbreak of 1885. A second
cow presenting slight indications of same condition.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—AW the 17 houses first invaded took the

implicated milk. Outbreak of two “explosions,” coinciding in time with
ulceration and eruptive conditions of the newly-calved cow. Cases almost
without exception in consumers of the milk from the farm where the cow
in question was furnishing milk. Only i or 2 sporadic cases of scarlet
fever occurred after the sale of the milk had been stopped.
Facts showing Special Incidence 0/ Disease.—Only 8 cases in children under

5 years of age, whilst 6 were in persons aged over 20 years.

.

Dc/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1891, p. 136.

31.—BVSH HILL PARK. ENFIELD.
Date of Outbreak

:

November, 1891. Reporter

:

Dr. Copeman, L.G.B, Total
Number of Cases : 33. Number of Cases amongst Dnnkers of Suspected
Milk : 33. Percentage to Total Cases ; 100. Number of Families supplied
by Milkman: Information withheld. Number of such Families Invaded:
23. Percentage : Information withheld.

Sanitary Circumstances ofFarm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—Ho
fault could be found with local dairy premises, nor with the distant farm
supplying the milk.
Exciting Cause of Oidftreafc.—Not definitely ascertained, but some of the

cows had abraded teats : some had boils on their udder ; one cow had a
vesicular scab, but Dr. Klein failed to discover any streptococcus corre-
sponding with that in tl'.e case of the Hendon cow malady.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—T\\o outbreak was limited to the eight

days, November 17th to 24th. and occurred in two sanitary districts, every
one of the cases being among customers of the one dairyman, 23 house
holds being invaded, and 33 members attacked. The disease was more
largely incident on better class houses taking most milk. Confirmatory
evidence implicating milk came from the Essex village where the dairy
farm was situate, the only two houses invaded coincidently being two to
which the milk in question was delivered -except that one other girl fell

ill who had had opportunities of helping herself to the milk.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—In dairyman’s own family, the

infant fed on “nursery” milk from his own cow escaped; his little

daughter drinking the Essex milk, sickened with scarlatina.
Reference.—Report to the Local Government Board.

33.— «'H.4RLTON.
D(de of Oufbreak : March-April, 1892. Reporter: Dr. Hamer, L.C.C. Total

Number of Cases : 57-f-?. Ni^nber of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk : 56+?.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—IWuess of one cow, milk ropy, severe cold,
udder and teats presented scabs and excoriations.
Circumstances implicating Milk —Percentages of cases of scarlatina, aris-

ing in seven separate (and some of them widely separated) localities,
taking milk from the service during the epidemic periods, varied from lo
to 91. Epidemic began within a day or two of commencement of cow’s
illness, in six different localities; fresh cases ceased to occur, except in
two localities to which alone the cow’s milk was distributed, in the
second week of her illness

; cases entirely ceased after the cow was totally
excluded from the business.
Reference.—Public Health, 1891-92, p. 366.

33.—AHTON HANOR AND HAND.HLVORTH.
Date Of Outbreak

:

April to July. 1892. Reporter: H May, M.O.H. Total
Number of Cases : 326. Deaths : i. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers
of Suspected Milk : 167. Percentage to Total Cases : 51.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk icas derived.—
Well water in a polluted state.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Not traced. [The cows at the two implicated

farms were examined after some time had elapsed since the exceptional
prevalence of scarlatina had attracted attention and were at that period
found, in the opinion of the veterinary inspector, to be “ sound and in
perfect health.”]
Circumstances implicating —Greatly increased prevalence of scarla-

tina in both districts from April to July. In Handsworth, in the 14
weeks ended July 9th, the percentage of persons attacked who drank the
suspected milk was no less than 60. In Aston Manor, from May 2nd to
June 20th the percentage was as high as 62, as many as 21 cases occurring
in one “ round.” After these dates the disease suddenly ceased. The
majority of the families attacked had their milk from 2 connected dairy
farms by way of numerous milk sellers and milk shops. [The disease did
not spread through the schools

;
rarely more than i case in a house ;

an
unusual number of persons over school age attacked

;
and 4 or 5 milk

sellers’ families invaded.]
jBe/erence.—Annual report of Medical Officer of Health for 1892.

34.—GLASGOW.
Date of Outbreak: August, 1892. Reporters: Drs. Russell and Chalmers

Total Number of Cases; 236. Deaths : n. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

236. Percentage to Total Cases

:

100.

Number of Families Supplied by Milkman : 359-f-? Number of such
Families Invaded

:

152.
Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which the Milk was Derived.—

All that could be desired.
Exciting Cause of Oufftrent.— Ulcerative eruption on the udders and teats

of the cattle—vesicular, quasi-pustular in form, crusted with blackened
centre. Such are some of the terms applied to the affection, which was
communicable by some means from cow to cow and from shed to shed.
Sores also formed on the hands of some of the milkers. Condition of
teats only discovered on cows becoming restive under action of being
milked. Dr. Klein found the disease in these milch cows to be allied in
some points to that in the Hendon and Camberwell milkborne epidemics.
Circumstances implicating Disease incidence confined to the milk

service of one dairy getting milk from two farms. Milk from the impli-
cated farm mostly used on first morning round, 57 families and 91 indi-
viduals being attacked out of 193 families supplied on this round. The
mixed milk always used on second round, and 59 Individuals in 37 (out of
166) families attacked thereon. The counter trade mostly with the impli-
cated milk, 86 persons in 58 families being attacked. Some of the unsus-
pected milk was transferred each day to another dairjr during part of the
epidemic period. No oases of scarlet fever occurred in the customers of
the dairy so served. The suspected milk was stopped on August 7th. No
cases traceable directly to the agency of the milk occurred later than
August 20th.
Facts Showing Special Incidence of Disease.—In one street 21 families

(more than half those supplied with the milk) yielded 29 cases
;
some

streets taking the milk suffered no attacks. The active principle of con-
tagion thus apparently not uniformly distributed.

D«/erence. — Special Report of Medical Officer of Health.

35.—LANGHAM. ESSEX.
Date of Outbreak: October, 1892. Deporter .• J. Cook, M.D., M.O.H. Total

Number of Cases : 5. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk : AW. Percentage to Total Cases: 100. Number of Families sup-

plied by Milkman : 2. Number of such Families invaded : 2. Percent-
age : 100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Sn%p\c\o\xs udder eruptions on 2 ows at

farm.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—Milk used only at farm and a other

dwelling. Both invaded, 4 eases occurring in i day.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease. — A visitor at one of the

dwellings stayed one night, partook of the milk, and afterwards devel-

oped scarlatina.
De/ere«ce.—Report of Medical Officer of Health.

36.—LEYTON.
Date of Outbreak : 1892. Deporter ; M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : si.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Farmer and several members of family at a

farm supplying milk suffering from scarlet fever.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—One dealer had 39 cases amongst his

customers. Milk derived from farm in question.

De/erence.—Britlsh Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1892, p. 704.



87.—HASTINGS.
Date of Outbreak : November, 1893. Reporter

;

Dr. Scarlyn Wilson, M.O.H.
Total Number 0' Cases: 40. Death: i. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

30. Percentage of Total Cases

:

73.

Number of Families supplied by Milkman : 64. Number of such Families
invaded : 20. Percentage

:

31.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived.—
Cowsheds badly drained and ill-paved and deficient in ventilation.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Cows in a febrile condition, due doubtless

to insanitary character of their housing accommodation. A sample of

mixed milk of the several cows showed bacteria (character not deter-

mined) on analysis.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—Scarlatina, which had hitherto chiefly

affected the poorer quarters, suddenly blazed out in better class houses
exclusively, and three-quarters of the homes invaded dealt with one
dairyman.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Many of the patients were

large milk consumers. In one school of 20 boys, the only 2 attacked
were the only partakers of the milk separately each morning. In another
instance, the only patient in an invaded household alone drank the milk
unboiled. In yet another case, the patient, a large milk drinker, had
been isolated for influenza for 12 days, and caught the disease in this
interval of time.
Reference .—Annual Report for 1893.

88,— GIA8GOU’.
Date of Outbreak

:

December, 1893. Reporter

:

Dr. Chalmers, Assistant
M.O.H. Total Number of Cases: 30. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers

of Suspected Mlik: 28. Percentage to Total Cases

:

93. Number oj

Families supplied by Milkman: 80. Number of such Families invaded: ii.

Percentage: 13.7.

Exciting Cause of Onfftreat.—Illness of a scarlatinal character among the
servants at the two dairy farms supplying the invaded houses with the
implicated milk.

Circumstances implicating Milk -fnooss of customers from the one farm
almost wholly confined to those taking milk from the cart attended by the
initially attacked farmhand. On December 21st the sale of the milk was
stopped on the seizure and removal of one of the milkers. On the other
farm, hands fell ill about the middle of the month, there being intimate
relations between the two farms.
Reference.—’Bnvns'a Medical Journal, vol. i, 1894, p. 426.

89.—RICHMOND. SURREY.
Date of Outbreak

:

February, 1894. Reporter: Dr. Rowland, M.O.H. Total
Number of Cases : ss. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk : $2. Percentage to Total Cases : gs. Number of Families supplied
by Milkman

:

416. Number of such Families invaded

:

26. Percent-
age : 6.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Prevalence of scarlet fever in the vicinity of
the farms supplying milk to the dairy.

Circumstances implicating .Vi!/. —The outbreak had a short course of 9
days, and suddenly terminated. All the cases, save 3, were in consumers
of the implicated milk.
Jfe/erence.—Annual Report for 1894.

30.—BLACKHEATH.
Date of Outbreak

:

March, 1894. Reporter

:

Mr. Shirley Murphy. Total
Number of Cases

:

89. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk : 79. Percentage to Total Cases : 89.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Cowe newly calved on dairy premises
;
also

cattle having udder affections. But no causal connection with the out-
break made out in the case of these milch cows.
Circumstances implicating Milk.— Cases inci’eased very rapidly, all but 10

being in persons using milk from A., either directly or by way of the
retailer B. Persons procuring milk from B., but derived elsewhere than
at A ’s dairy, not attacked. Of the 79 attacks in consumers of the impli-
cated milk 55 took milk from A (he selling 27 gallons daily), and 24 from
A. vid B. (who sold 17 gallons daily). Outbreak ceased after milk supply
was stopped.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Ho one using the “nursery”

milk from certain cows was attacked.
Re/erenee.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1894, p. 324.

31.—WOIVERHAMPTON.
Date 0/ Oufftreafc ; August, 1894. Reporter: Dr. Malet, M.O.H, Total Number

of Cases

:

55. Deaths

:

i. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk

:

15. Percentage to Total Cases

:

27. Number of
Families Supplied by Milkman : 50. Number of such Families Invaded

:

II. Percentage : 22.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Nothing wrong found in regard of sanitary conditions.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Not definitely ascertained; but a child

desquamating after scarlatina was going about freely in the cottage of the
shepherd who regularly assisted the cowman in milking the cows.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—There was a very special incidence on

customers of the particular milk service, all from the one farm, the whole
of the milk produced there being taken by the dairyman. The inci-
dence was limited to the period, August 13th to September 2nd.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Nil the Invaded households

were those of well-to-do families.
Reference.—Report of Medical Officer of Health.

38.—8IIIRUEY WARREN. SOUTHAMPTON.
Date of Outbreak

:

August and September, 1894. Reporter

:

Dr. Shirley,
M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : ii. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers
of Suspected Milk

:

9. Percentage to Total Cases

:

82. Number of
Families supplied by Milkman

:

18. Number of such Families In-
vaded : 4. Percentage : 22.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

No special room for lodging milk, which was placed in a vessel without a
cover in a penthouse attached to the back of the house, to which, also,
the adjoining house had access, both dwellings being under the same
roof.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—

A

boy in the house next the dairy premises
had unrecognised scarlatina, imported from outside while staying on a
visit. He was discovered to be peeling on September 7th, and having
access to the penthouse, probably infected the milk.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—All four houses supplied by

the milk from this farm attacked, and adjoining houses, supplied by
milk from other sources, escaped invasion by scarlatina.
Re/erence.—Report of medical officer of health, British Medical

Journal, vol, ii, 1894, pp. 956, 1408.

III.- TYPHOID.

1.—lEII'EHTER INFIRMARY.
Date of Outbreak : April, 1882. Reporter : Dr. Buck, M.O.H. Total Number oj

Cases : n. Deaths : 2. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk

:

All. Percentage to Total Cases : 100.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which Milk was derived.—
Well situate near the end of the house drain, and also near an overflow-
ing and leaky cesspool, analysis showing the water to be polluted with
sewage.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—The washing of the milk cans with the

water of the polluted well.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—All the patients drank milk from the

farm in its raw state. The farmer and the vendor of the milk were among
the sufferers. The cases in the infirmary were all those of dressers,
nurses, and servants.
Re/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. i, 1882, p. 549.

8.—GllSGOW.
Date of Outbreak: May and June, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Russell, M.O.H.

Total Number of Cases

:

59. Deaths

:

6. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk: 50. Percentage to Total Cases: 85.

Circumstancesimplicating Milk .—All the deaths from enteric fever in the
western district, and 85 per cent, of the cases were in consumers of milk
from one dairy ; and house-to-house visitation in the seven contiguous
streets where these infected persons resided failed to discover a single
case of fever in consumers of milk from other sources.
Re/ercnce.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1882, p. 61.

3.—UlAPHAM.
Date of Outbreak: June and July, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Parsons, L.G.B.

Total Number of Cases: 22. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases ammgst
Drinkers OJ suspected .Uilk : 21. Percentage to Total Cases : gs. Number
of Families supplied by Milkman

:

ii8. Number of such Families in-
vaded : 16. Percentage : 14.

Sanilary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived.—
Two farms in question: at 1, well so situate as to be exposed to exore-
mental pollution from a brook into which sewage of adjacent village
flowed. Cattle drank of the brook in winter. Analysis showed well to be
polluted. At the other farm, well underneath the dairy, its contents “ in
all probability largely polluted by sewage or surface drainage.” At this
farm two cases of “• low fever ” in October, 18S1.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—The unquestionable pollution of wellat first

farm ;
existence at a recent date of 6 cases of typhoid fever in 3 houses

in adjacent village draining to brook, and the evident possibility of con-
tamination of well water by the percolation of the brook contents “ indi-
cate a channel by which infection may have gained access to the milk”
by can rinsings and the like.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—A\l the cases, save i, in houses served by
the implicated milk. In almost all instances the patients were large milk
drinkers, mostly children, but a few servants and young adults. All were
in consumers of the “ ordinary milk” as opposed to “ nursery milk.” In
very many households which escaped invasion the amount of milk used
was extremely small. Four invaded houses alone took 3I of the 32 gal-
lons of ordinary milk daily distributed.
Facts showing Special Incidence ofDisease.—In i household of 15 persons,

the only one attacked was a drinker of the milk in its raw state.

Re/erenee.—Report to the Local Government Board. British Medical
Journal, vol. ii, 1882, pp. 142, 216, S16.

4.—SHELF.
Date' of Outbreak: An^nat and September, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Britton,

M.D., M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : II. Death: i. Number of Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

All. Percentage to Total Number
of Cases

:

100.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived.—
In back kitchen, used as a dairy, a sink full of dirty water. In adjoining
place an untrapped drain communicating with manure heap andpigstyes;
the drain coming to within 2 feet of table on which bowls of milk were
stored, and actually in place of storage of milk cans an open door dividing
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the rooms. Offensive accumulation of sewage from overflowing cesspool
in front of house. Waters found on analysis to be unsatisfactory alike
f) om well in kitchen and in adjacent field.

Jixcitinq Cause of Outbreak .—Relative of farmer visited house on July
nth, fell ill on 21st, and was confined to house 3 weeks without medical
attendance. Dr. Britton regards the ease as one of mild typhoid Rela-
tive’s wife came to nurse him on August 14th, fell ill herself on 21st, with
vomiting and purging, and died on September 6th

;
death registered as

from apoplexy.
Circumstances implicating Milk .— All the cases occurred on 5 days, be-

tween August 24th and September 3rd. House-to-house visitation failed
to trace any cases in persons other than consumers of the particular
milk.

JJe/erc)ice.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1882, p. 749.

.I.—GLASGOW.
Date of Outbreak : September, 1882. Reporter: Dr. Russell, M.O.H.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Bad.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Recent illness of a febrile character in farm

house.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—Two suburbs of Glasgow visited by en-

teric fever, the cause of which was traced to milk from the infected farm.
Reference.—BRvnsa Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1882, p. 590.

e.—GK.WGH.UOXT.
Date of Outbreak : October, 1882. Number of Cases atnongst Drinker of Sus-

pected Milk : All Percentage to Total Cases : 100.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.— ol enteric fever in house from which
milk was supplied.

Circumstances implicating MHk.—A.\\ the cases occurred in families de-
riving milk from the infecteu house.
Reference.—Darnsn Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1882, p. 911.

7.—GLASGOW.
Date oj Outbreak : 1882. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Susvected Milk:

All. Percentage to Total Cases : 100.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Sharp outbreak among the working class
portion of a western district of Glasgow, all being consumers of one milk
supply. Inquiry failed to discover the point of infection, but not one
case discovered in a person not using the particular milk service.
Ae/ereiice.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. i, 1882, p. 954.

8.—GATESHEAD.
Date of Outbreak : February, 1883. Reporter

:

Dr. C. Green, M.O.H. Total
Number of Cases : 44. Deaths: 6. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk : 44. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. Nurriber of Families
taking the Milk Invaded : 30.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Dairy utensils 1 ept in dirty scullei-y.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Enteric fever cases among the children on

the farm.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—N\\ the cases in households taking the

one milk supply.
Reference.—Lancet, vol. ii, 1883, p. 986.

!».—EXETER.
Date of Outbreak: April, 1883. Reporter: Dr. L. Woodman, M.O.H. Total

Number of Cases: 20. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
t uspecte.d Mlik

:

20. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. Number of Families
taking the Milk invaded: 8.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived,—
Dairy was supplied with water from a well into which a large cesspool
overflowed. This dairy was situated outside city boundary.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—The only typhoid in Exeter was in the
houses of persons taking this milk. No case occurred after the well was
closed by order of the St. Thomas’s Sanitary Authority on examination of
water.
Reference.—Reports to Sanitary Committee. British Medical Journal,

vol. i, 1883, p. 875.

10.—ST. PAJfCRAS.
Date of Outbreak : July to September, 1883. Reporter: Mr. S. F. Murphy,

M.O.H. Total Number of Cases : 431. Deaths: 30. Numberof Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk; 350. Percentage to Total' Cases

:

81. Number of Families taking the Milk invaded

:

276.
Sanitary Circumsiances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived.—

Proximity at one farm of cesspool to well, the water of which was used
for 1 insing milk utensils.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—The large proportion of cases in per-

sons who were customers of one local milk dealer led to detailed Inquiry,
w'hich resulted almost invariably in finding that houses supplied by other
milk dealers escaped the disease. House-to-house visitation in the locality
mostly affected failed to discover a case outside the customers of the sus-
pected milk. Suspicion was found to rest particularly on one of 3 farms
supplying the local dairyman, namely, that at St. Albans, in which town
12 persons were attacked during the first nine months of 1883, all but i

being consumers of the farm milk : this exception, strange to say, received
the same milk while at Kentish Town, where he evidently contracted the
disease.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Numerous instances occurred

in whicli persons drank the suspected milk under special circumstances,
and developed typhoid fever as the result.
Rc/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1883, pp. 505, 53s, 588,

653. 747.

11 .—mxi>EE.
Date of Outbreak: October, 1883. Total Number of Cases: 118. Numberof

Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

82. Peercentage to Total
Cases

:

70.
Exciting Cause, of Outbreak.—Sovoral members of dairyman’s family suf-

fering during October from enteric fever. One boy early in the month
found to be sleeping in a room at the dairyman’s premises communicat-
ing with the milk shop, and certified to be ill of “ neuralgia.”
Circumstances implicating Milk.—The cases all occurred within a period

of 3 weeks. Steps taken at the end of that time to stop the milk supply
on account of certified enteric fever in the dairyman’s family, this action
being taken under a local Act.
Re/erence.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1883, p. 839.

12.—ABEKI>EEX.
Date of Outbreak

:

December, 1883. Reporter: Di. Simpson, M.O.H. Total
Number of Cases: 25. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk

:

25. Percentage to Total Cases : 100.

Sanitary circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which Milk was Derived.—Ex-
tremely bad.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Foul watercourse flowing down a ditch, used

for dairying purposes. Watercourse polluted by excreta from typhoid
case. Dairyman’s daughter ill from bowel complaint.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—All the cases seem to have consumed

the one milk supply. Of 52 persons residing in the 13 invaded houses, 25
were attacked.
Facts showing Special Incidencelfif Disease .—In some instances the fever

attacked only the single member of a household using the milk.
Reference.—Lancet, 1884, vol. i. p. 487.

13.—MID-WAKHTCKSHIRE SANITARY DISTRICT. '

Date of Outbreak : 1SS3. Reporter ; G. Wilson, M.D., M.O.H. Total Number f
of Cases: 12. Deaths: i. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Sus-
pected Milk : All. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. '

,

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Well, the water of which received pollution from a contiguous and leaky
cesspool.
Exciting Cause of Oufftreafc.—Dairyman contracted typhoid fever through

use of well water and died, the illness not being reported. Son also suffer-
ing from the disease when house visited by Dr. Wilson. The well water,
having become specifically contaminated, was used to wash the milk cans,
if not also to dilute the milk.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—All the cases occurred in persons getting

muk from the infected dairy. The outbreak at once ceased when the|milk
supply was stopped.
Refererece.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. i, 1883, p. 1136.

14.—BANNOCKBURN.
Date of Outbreak .—1883.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Two cases of fever in the family of a dairy-

man.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—Most of the persons affected were con-

sumers of milk from the infected dairy. Several cases were fatal.

Re/erence.—British Medical Journal, vol. i, 1883, p. 375.

l.l.—ST. ALBANS.
Date of Outbreak: May and June, 1884. Reporter: Mr. S. F. Murphy,

L.G.B. Total Number of Cases : 131. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers
of Suspected Milk : 86 Number of Families supplied by Milkman : 396.
Number ofsuch Families invaded : 86. Percentage : 21.7.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived.—
Well at farm 100 feet deep, containing some 12 feet of water. Cesspit of
bricks set in cement 20 feet distant.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—One of the milch cows calved at the farm on

April 20th. Milk cans rinsed with water from the well, into the sides of
wliich well the roots of a tree, covering both well and cesspit, were found
to have penetrated, thus favouring percolation of cesspit contents to
well.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—The milk from this farm gave rise to a

considerable outbreak of enteric fever in North London in 1883 (No. 10).

In the present outbreak, the farmer and seven retailers distributed the
milk locally, and 21.7 percent, of the households were invaded in the
epidemic period. In the city itself the percentage was 21. i, against 0.14 on
houses taking other milk, the one being 150 greater than the other. Of
households in a pai'ticular section of St. Pancras, London, obtaining their
milk from the same farm, 15.0 per cent, invaded.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—One visitor to the farm who

drank a glass of the milk was attacked.
Re/'erence.—Report to Local Government Board.

16.—DERBY.
Dale OJ Outbreak : September and November, 1884. Reporter : Dr. Iliffe,

M.O.H. Total Number of Cases: 289. Deaths: 31. Numberof Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected. Milk : 258. Percentage to Total Ca.ses : 89.

Number of Families Supplied by Milkman : 188. Number of such Families
Invaded: 122. Percentage

:

65.

Sanitary Circumstances oJ Farm, or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Pump well on brink of ditch, the latter receiving, just above this pump,
the drainage of a pigstye, and higher still, opening out as a cesspool, and
being fouled by the slop water and privy refuse of two cottages Ditch is

“ an open sewer.” Pump so constructed that all waste water, however
fouled, runs back into the well.
Exciting Cause of Oirtftreat.—Initial fever case at the farm, and napkins of

this first typhoid patient washed in the pump trough ; mother-nurse of

patient engaging in washing the milk cans and milking the cows.
Circumstances implicating JIiR'.—First 15 outside invaded houses all using

the implicated milk ; and all but one of the first 37 houses attacked doing



likewise. Of 289 cases, only 31 in persons not known definitely to have
partaken of the milk

;
but of these 31 doubtless somedid so partakeat odd

times, since people frequently, iu running short of milk, became chance
customers of handiest milkman on his round. Milkman specially in

question had two sources of supply, one from farm named above ; second
from a farm to which no exception could be taken ; 19 cases among con-
sumers of milk from latter, the milks not being mixed. But same can
measure at times used for both milks, and infection from one to the other
hence doubtless brought about, the houses earliest served by the thus
contaminated measure sufi'ering the bulk of these cases, as well as some
houses at times served with the pure milk in the practically empty cans of

the other and contaminated milk.
Facts shelving Special Incidence o-f Disease ,—In addition to facts just re-

lated, one man taking a glass ol the implicated milk to his dinner, but
living outside the area of supply, was attacked, and several other patients

had just removed from this special area when attacked, all being con-
sumers of the milk.

A’(’/erence.—Special Report of Mtidical Officer of Health.

IT.—AISEieiJEEJr.

Di.de of Outbreak: December, 1884. Reporter: Dr. Simpson, M.O.H. Total

Number 0/ Cases: 6$. Deaths: 7. Niuiiber of Cases amongst Drinkers oj

Suspected Milk: 43.
Stmitarg Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived and

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—The-, surroundings of some of the farms supply-
ing the milk to the patients such as to be likely sources of conlamiua-
lion.
R«/erence.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. i, 1885, p. 193.

18.—HElS.AR.tlEL 8EBD1VI.SIOX, MEXICIEAIII'Y OP LEICII-

HAKUT, 8\'I>A'EV.

Date of Outbreak : February, 1886. Reporter

:

Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson.
Total Number of Cases

:

40 Deaths

:

3. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk: 38. Percentage to Total Cases: 95. Nimher
of Families supplied by Milkman: 123. Number of such Families in-

vaded: 18. Percentage: 22.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farmer Dairy from which Milk was derived.—
Eleven cows were kept, never stalled. The establishment was a house
and small yard on an ordinary house lot

;
the former stood on one bank

of a natural surface channel which bisected the yard. In the alluvial

bed of this channel a well was dug about 10 feet deep
;
this was the only

.source of water to the premises, which were unsewered and served by a
paii closet, which, however, the tenants emptied for themselves, burying
the contents in the yard within a few feet of the well. The channel
drained a small area well defined by high ridges, on which were 286 in-

habited houses. All these were unsevvered ; about two-thirds or more
were connected with a public water supply; additionally on this area
were two cemeteries which held 10,000 dead bodies between them. The
area could drain by the channel alone, and the well was consequently
kept full in dry iveather by slopwaters mainly.
Exciting Cause of Oicfftreaf-.—Mixture of the milk with well water. Two

cases of typhoid had occurred in a house which had a pail closet, of

which the contents were buried in its yard by the tenants, and which was
so placed that infectious excreta could have been washed into the
channel near the well by a storm which occurred during a dry season
at a date which corresponded with that of commencement of the epi-

demic—namely, about a fortnight earlier.
Circumstances implicating .Vfifc.—The case-rate among customers was

equal to 61 per 1,000. The whole district contained 10,550 persons,
and the time was during .the annual fever seasou, yet in all the houses
not supplied from the suspected dairy all the medical men entering the
district for professional purposes could point only to 4 in which cases of
fever had occurred.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Between ages 15 to 30 years

; 9
females were attacked to 3 males.
Reference.—Wotea and Proceedings, Legislative Assembly, New South

Wales.

Jf>.—EANtING COLLEGE.
Date of Outbreak; July, 1886. Reporter; Dr. Kelly, M.O.H. Total Number of

Cases: 15. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk: 15. Percentage to Total Cases; 100.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which Milk was derived.—Dry
steined well at farm, a foot away from, and the water level lower than, a
drain trap. Main sewer from Shoreham also near well, which latter bore
evident traces of pollution by sewage.
Exciting Cause of Oidftreat.—Typhoid fever prevalent in Shoreham, but

specific pollution of well not proved.
Circumstances implicating J/as.—Beside 14 cases in boys at the College

and I case in a visitor, there were 80 to 100 cases of typhoid fever in Shore-
ham traced to milk from the suspected farm. All the patients at the Col-
lege and the visitor had partaken of cream from the dairy (with straw-
berries) on the cricket field. Cream was used from two sources, but
nothing could be found amiss as regards the other source.
References.—BitiTi.au. Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1886, p. 380 ; Practitioner,

xS86, ii, p. 223.

20.— CARLISLE.
Date of Outbreak ; October, t886 ; June, 1887. Reporter: Dr. Brown, M.O'H.

Total Number of Cases: 36. Deaths: 5 -H ?. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers ofSuspected Milic; 33 certainly. Percentage to Tolal Cases

:

92.
Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Jlilk storeroom a small pantry between (and continuous with) a kitchen
and yard. In yard were a slaughterhouse, cowsheds, an ashpit, privy,
containing evacuations of enteric fever patients, and two open middens
used for disposal of cow manure. Within 15 feet of privy was water stand
tap.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak .—Not well defined
;
numerous causes may

have been at work. Fever patients on farm nur.sed by cow milkers, who
wore for both operations the same clothes

;
air of milk store commingled

with that of the room in which a fever patient lay; milch cows of dairy
farm suffering for a series of years from a communicable febrile disorder ;

and the milk would be subject to the emanations from the specificall.y
polluted privy and the cow manure middens, such manure being thought
of as having infective quality, owing to the ill-health of the cattle.
Circumstances implicaiing Milk .—There were 5 cases of a febrile char-

acter, 2 certainly of enteric fever, and 3 deaths therefrom at the farm,
from October to March, all in consumers of the milk. Of the remaining
31 cases occurring in different parts of the city, all save 3 certainly par-
look of the milk, and most probably those 3 also. No compulsory notifi-
cation in force. Other 12 doubtful cases were all in consumers of the
particular milk.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—The disease specially attacked

females and young persons of both sexes, as is usual in milkborne out-
break s.

Reference,—Practitioner. 1888.

21.—R.IMIOV, CO. CORK.
Date of Outbreak: Jn\y, \88j. Reporter: Dr. J. J. Wclply. Total Number of

Cases: 17. Deaths ; 2. Percentage of Cases in Consumers of the Milk to
Total Cases : 88. Number of Families Supplied by Milkman

;

30. A'umber
of such E'amilies Invaded

:

ii. Percentage: 37.
Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived .

—

Disgracefully bad.
Exciting Causeof Outbreak.—One ol the dairy hands developed enteric fever.

Cause of infection in her case not known There were 17 cases, and the
epidemic was clearly traced to 1 farm, on which fever had broken out.
Milk was sent direct to the customers, and of the 17 patients, 15 got their
supply from this dairy; the sixteenth was brother to a girl wlio milked
the cows, and though he denied having taken the milk, there is strong
suspicion that the infection was conveyed to him from the same house

;

the seventeenth case had no connection with it, and must have con-
tracted the disease elsewhere. It is interesting to note that the means of
dissemination were similar in two epidemics (see also No. 39), and the
extent of the outbreaks vaiied directly according to the area over which
the contaminated milk was supplied. In 1887 it was only distributed to
houses in the town, and the country escaped from the fever, while in 1893
both town and country received the infected milk, and the fever was not
limited to either.
iie/erence.—Report to Local Government Board, Ireland.

22.—SflLSItV R.8.I>.
Date of Otdbreak: September, 1888. Reporter: Dr. F. J. Walker, M.O.H.

Total Number of Cases; 12. Deaths: i. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected. Milk

:

12. Percentage to Total Cases ; ^oo. Number
of Families supplied by Milkman: ao. Number of such F'amilies invaded:
9. Percentage: 45.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm o,r Dairy from which Milk vias Derived .

—

Privy vault (cemented) only 5 yards from well. Dairy and premises kept
very clean. Water supply from well about 20 feet deep. Water declared
on analysis to be suspicious, and thereupon well closed.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—All the cases were in houses taking milk

from theonesource. Nocase amongthe customers of gother milk vendors.
Milk the only community of condition of the invaded households. No
further cases occurred after the well was closed.
Re/erence.—Annual Report for 1888.

2.3.—STIRLING.
Date of Outbreak : Fobrnary to May, 1889 Reporter: Dr. McFadyen, M O.H.

Total Number of Cases

:

40 or 50. Deidhs:^. Number of Case.s amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

.All. Percentage to Total Cases

;

too.

Sanitary Circumslances of E'arm or Dairy from which the Milkwas derived .

—

Water supply to “ old” farmhouse exlrbihely polluted, and foul alike to
taste and smell. Well contains dye stuff, found also in adjacent highly
contaminated stream. “New" farmhouse waterclosct inside house, its

soil pipe running down also inside the house, and defectively-jointed,
passing close to the milk storehouse.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak. -Cases of typhoid at the old and new farm-

houses, the dejections from the first case probably polluting the water-
closet drain, and thus leading to contamination of the air of the store
house, and in this way of all milk subsequently stored there.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—hW the cases could be traced to the

consumption of the implicated milk.
Facts showing Special Incidence ofDisease —In one instance the only per-

son in a family of 7 attacked was the single consumer of the milk.
In another household of 7 persons, 3 taking the milk alone attacked.
Re/erence.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. i, iS89,p. 1250.

24.—DL'\T*EE.
Date of Outbreak: February to May. i88q. Reporter: Dr Anderson, M.O.H.

ToUd Number of Ca,ses: 45. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Sus-
pected Milk: 23. Percentage to Total Cases: 51.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk wa derived.—
Drain from cowshed found to be defective and untrapped
Exciting Cause of Outbreak —Eruptive disease on the teats of a newly-

calved cow.
Circumstance implicating Milk .—Of 21 cases up to April 15th, all but 6

occurred in consumers of the milk in different parts of the city. On this

date the diseased cow was removed from the business, and the remaining
8 cases may be looked upon as due to infection prior to that date.

Re/eiwce.—British Medical Journal, vol. ii 1889, p. 465.

25.—MIINIITPAIIIY OF R.VNDWIEK. SYDNEY.
Date of Outbreak ; February 1890. Repoite.r: Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson.

Total Number of Cases: 133. Deaths; 9. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk: 1-2. Percentage to Total Cases : 8 Number
of Families Supplied by Milkman: 218. Number of such Families in-

vaded: 67. Percentage: 31.



22

Sanitary Circumstances o] Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived —
Public water paid for by meter

;
and a well, or I'atlier tank, had been pre-

served in the yard, as was said “ for washing carts, etc.” The local autho-
rity under the Dairies Supervision Act had repeatedly, since a date at
least three years prior to this epidemic, been exhorted to close this tank,
but had neglected to do so. Further, during November, i88S, January,
1S89, and December, 1S89, 3 employees had been removed to hospital suf-

fering from typhoid.
Exciting Cause 0/ Oidftrenft.—Admixture of milk with water from the tank

mentioned, which was not only subject to soakage, but also unprotected
from inflow of surface water. During March, 1890, while this inquiry was
under consideration, the milkman was fined for selling milk adulterated
with water.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—In&aence of public water supply and of

sewers could be easily arid certainly excluded. The milkwas principally
distributed within 2 municipal districts which contained 2,248 inhabited
dwellings; to a less extent in 3 others. A house-to house visitation of

the 2,248 showed that 102 had been invaded between October ist and May
31st, 1890; of those supplied with milk from the suspected source, 38 were
invaded, or about 30 per cent, of all so supplied; the remainder were
supplied by 58 separate traders, and of them 64 were invaded, or on an
average in no case widely departed from on either side, about 2 per cent.
On examining, only customers of the suspected milk in the other 3 muni-
cipalities in which they lived, it was found that in each district they also

had been invaded in the proportion of 30 per cent, (the percentage of cus-
tomers attacked within the 5 districts respectively varied between 26 and
31) Multiple cases in households: Of 38 households supplied with sus-
pected milk, 15 yielded multiple cases; of 64 supplied from 58 other
sources, 8 only furnished multiple cases. From February loth to April
i6th, there was a steady succession (almost day by day) of freshly-invaded
households among the customers, and after April i6th no fresh invasion
occurred. Ou March 31st to April ist the well had been filled up.
Facts shov ing Special Incidence of Disea-e.—ln i household the patient

alone took the suspected milk, the rest some other milk. In another
large household supplied from the suspected source, a majority of mem-
bers disliked milk, and seldom touched it; the others were fond of it

and drank large quantities. All the latter suffered, and none of the
former.

7,V/crence.—Votes and Proceedings : Legislative Assembly, New South
Wales.

SG.—NOTTINblllAM.
Date of Outbreak: June, 1890. Reporter: Dr. Boobbyer, M.O.H. Total

Fvmber of Cases: 7. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk: 7. 'Percentage to Total Cases: too. N umber of Fam.lies supplied
by Milkman : 26. Percentage of such Families invad-d : 27.

Exciting Cause of Outbreak.— 'Assistant in milk business suffering from
low form of fever, accompanied by vomiting, etc., and away from work
for a few odd days only of the 3 weeks’ duration of illness.

Circumstanccsiinplicaling Milk.—All the cases in question arose in aperiod
of 3 weeks, and were traced as having received milk from the original
sufferer.
Reference.—Public Health, 1890-91, p. no.

27.—EOISIBURbiH.
Dale of Outbreak: October, 1S90. Reporter : Dr. Ifarvey Littlejohn. Total

Number of Cases

:

63. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
ISiispected Milk: 56. Percentage to Total Cases

:

89. Number of Families
supplied by Milkman: 400 (estimated).

Hanilary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from udiich Milk was derived .

—

Well, used for all purposes, so situate that the surface water from farm-
yard, byres, piggeiies, and a dungheap must needs get into it. sur-
rounding field manured with sewage from farm dungheap. Water of
well found on analysis to be of a dangerous character. Specific con-
tamination not found. Water could be seen percolating through the
roughly-constructed sides of the well. Farmstead very dirty.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Not definitely demonstrated. May have

been many causes at work— for example, pollution by the specific poison
of enteric fever, of the well water, and thus of the milk by way of cans,
pails, etc. Milk was passed into cans in a small round building aerially
and closely connected with the filthy byre. On October ist a case of

enteric fever was under treatment at the farm, but only after other
cases had occurred among consumers of the farm milk in the city.

Circumstances implicating Milk.— Cases of enteric fever increased with
abnormal rapidity in first eight days of October, 33 coming to light, of

which 25 were in consumers of this same milk After a week cases again
cropped up, until 63 cases, of which 56 were in consumers of the milk,
brought this special outbreak to an end. In the last week of September
8 cases occurred in drinkers of the milk, and suspicion against it was so
.‘•trong that its use was prohibited on October 4th, and the outbreak
ceased after a period, which gave evidence of the wisdom of the step.
Ramifications of milk service very complicated, putting difficulties in

the way of elucidation of the proportion of consumers attacked. Milk
served to 7 dairymen, all of whom contributed cases amid their customers,
though in very varying amount and ratio Milk ofttimes sold mixed with
that from other sources. As a rule large milk drinkers were mostly
attacked, and women and young adults preponderated.
Fads showing Special Incidence of Disease.—In a household of 9 members,

only I attacked was ayoung adult who nightly partook of a large quantity
of iiiilk on coming home from a hard day's work.
Reference.—Transactions of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh,

1891.

28.—SHAWIAND, OIASGOW, Etc.

Date of Outbreak: August, 1891. Reporter: Dr. Campbell Munro, County
M O.H. Tottd Number of Cases: 42. Deaths: ?6. Number of Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk: 37. Percentage of Total Cases : 88.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived —
Badsauitaiy conditions existed at farm. Byre defective iu sUuclure;

dung pit in ground beside it, with drainage arrangements liable at times
to pollute business water service.
Exciting Cause of Oulbreak.—Daughter of farmer ill athomefor some time,

suffering from enteric fever. Excreta thrown into dung pit during hot
weather.
Circumstances impUcat 'ng Milk.—All the first 37 cases, scattered over a

wide area, were of drinkers of the milk from this farm. The remaining s
cases were of secondary infection.
Reference.—Public Health, 1891-92, p. 275.

20.—PIAMOETH.
Date of Outbreak: Spring, 1892. Reporter: Dr. P. M. 'W'illiams, M.O.H.

Total Number of Cases :i2. Deaths; r. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers
of Suspected Milk

:

12. Percentage to Total Cases: 100.

Sanitary Circumstances ofFarm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived.—
Well, with cover, said to be leaky, within some 40 ft. of cesspit, the latter
polluted by typhoid excreta.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Fever in farmer’s family, the farmer and his

wife engaged iu dairy work, including the milking of the cows, nursing
the sick, etc.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—All the 12 cases had the same milk sup-

ply. Only 2 cases cropped up after the cows had been removed to another
farm.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—The fatal case was of a young

man who had been ordered a milk diet.
Jfe/erence.—

B

ritish Medical Journal, vol. i, 1892, p. 1157.

30.—TORaEAA AN» ST. MARY CllVRClI.
Date of Outbreak: August, 1892. Reporter: Dr. Karkeek, M.O.H. Total

Number of Cases: 102. Deaths: 8. Number of Cases amongst Dnnkers
of Suspected Milk: 102. Percentage to Total Cases: 100. Number of
Famil'es taking the Milk Invaded

:

'54.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk soas derived .

—

Well in confined back yarn showing on analysis evidence of pollution.
Exciting Cause of Oidturnl:.— Pollution of the dairy well, though how the

water became specifically contaminated has not been ascertained.
Circumstances implicating J/iR-.—Infection traced to agency of particular

milk service in 102 persons attacked. Cases ceased to occur within twenty-
one days after destruction of poltuted well.
Jfe/emice.—Report of Medical Officer of Health.

31.—TORUUAY.
Date of Outbreak: August, 1892. Reporter: Dr. Karkeek, "M.O.H. Total

Number of Cases: 20. Nmnber of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk: 15. Percentage to Total Cases: TS. Number of Families taking the
Milk invaded: 8.

Sanitary Circumstances ofFarm or Dairy from which Milk was derived.--Two
farms in question. At one a well in a small back yard proved to be so
polluted as to be quite unfit for drinking purposes.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—At the other farm, farmer’s wife, whilst

nursing her son during an attack of typhoid fever, milked the cows and
attended to the business of the dairy.
Circumstances implicating J/iit.—After a freedom of some time from

typhoid fever, cases cropped up suddenly, 6 of the first 7, and 15 in all,

being in consumers of the particular milk services, excluding 5 cases not
medically attended, and probably attributable to the same cause.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Ono person attacked only had

suspected milk in her tea. In another house only person attacked in one
of the families was the servant, who alone used some of the milk in ques-
tion, her employer taking milk from another source.
ife/erence.—Report of Medical Officer of Health.

32.—UE.YBEE, '

Date of Outbreak : August and September, 1892. J?«pf)rter: Dr. Anderson, .S

M.O H. Total A’umber of Cases: 73. Deaths: ii. Number of Cases #
amongst Drinkers of Su.speeled Milk: 43. Percentage to Total Cases: 59. Jj

Number of Families taking the Milk invaded

:

32.
’

<

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfunn which Milk was derived.— U
Buildings old and dilapidated, and not well kept. Draw well used for 'j

washing of milk cans, although puDlic water supply laid on to house, and 1
tap inside cowshed. ^
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—The presence of typhoid fever on a dairy-

man’s premises. 2
Circumstances implicating J/®.—Only 8 cases heard of after effect of in- I

fected milk supply prior to its being stopped could be thought of as "
ceasing. Of 37 cases in August, 19 among consumers of milk in question, 9.

and 24 out of 45 in September. Of customers at a particular shop getting a
milk from infected dairy, 16 infected between August 24th and September a
2lSt. I
Reference.—BRmsu Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1892, pp. 598, 902, 915, and Js

Special Report of Medical Officer of Health. t

33.—GREENWICH AN» ROTIIERIIITIIE. 9
Date of Outbreak: September-November, 1892. Reporter: Dr. Georee

Turner. Total Number of Cases: 511. Percentage of Persons taking the j
Milk in vaded .•91.4. f

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—
Ice cream being manufactuied amid gross insanitary domestic con-
ditions.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—5pec\h.a contamination of ice cream sold at

street barrows by itinerant Italian vendors ; and brought about probably
by sewer emanations, polluted water, or by the milk used.
Circumstances implicating Milk.— Id a particular area selected for house-

to-house inquiry all the 61 cases of typhoid fever among the 1,551 persons
were among 394 who had partaken of ice cream from one street vendor
(F.), no one of the 232 persons who had eaten ices from shops being
attacked.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Two boys livin in different
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streets and eating ices from vendor F. were the only members to be
atiackedin their respective households. A servant girl who visited the
infected district each Sunday, and who partook of ices also, was the only
one of her mistress’s family attacked.
Reference.—Practitioner, 1882, vol. ii, p. 141.

34.—lorisv lltE. KEATTITCKY. F.S.A.
Date of Outbreak

:

March to May, 1893. Reporters: Drs. Hailey and Tuley.
Total Number of Cases: 54. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of suspected Milk: 44. Percerdage to Total Cases: 82. Number
of Families taking the Milk invaded: About 30.

Sanita nj Circumstances ofFarm or Dairyfrom which Milk was derived .—Fairly
good, save that droppings, etc., from cows wex'e swept out into a pond at
the back of stable, about 12 feet below.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—WaXer xxsed. in cooling cans after they were

washed, some watei' being left in the cans when milk poured in. Eberth
bacillus found in this water.
Circumstances implicating Milk .—The epidemic ceased after stopping sale

of milk.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease .—One case was the only one in

the family who would not drink boiled milk.
/?e/erence.—Report to State Board of Health.

3.->.-KEI.SO <SC'OTl.41NI».
Date of Outbreak : ma.y to August. 1893. Reporter: Dr. Oliver, County

M O.H. Total Number of Cases: 73. Deaths: 8. Number of Cases
amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk

:

63. Percentage to Total Cases

:

86.
Number of Families Supplied by Milkman ; 48. Number of such Families
Invaded: 45. Percentage: 04.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived .

—

I,eakage from drains to well, the water of the latter being contaminated
wit h sewage. Drains faultily laid, and one completely choked, the sewage
1 ar'king up, escaping by way of holes made in a drain for rain-water pipe
connections, tlie sewage thus set free reaching the farm well. Stoppage
only discovered after the ground had been laid bare in searching for
possible defects of drainage and suspected direct pollution of well.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.— by which tlie milk received its

specific infective property held to be unquestionably by way of the con-
laminated water supply. Two cases of illness on farm premises diagnosed
as being enteric fever only after the occurrence of a third case in mid-
June.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—Of the 18 cases first occurring only i

was of a non-consumer of the milk. In the first three weeks tlie cases
numbered 15. is, and 22 respectively

; of 48 households taking the milk
only 3 e.scapcd invasion by enteric fever. Fourteen days after stoppage of
the milk supply the attacks became less numerous, and from the end of
the fourth to the close of the twelfth week only 7 cases occurred.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—Three persons, not being

regular customers of the dairy farm attacked by the fever, had each only
one draught—namely, one a drink from the polluted well in passing, the
other two a single drink of the milk.
iie/erence.—Annual Report for 1893 of Medical Officer of Health.

36.—PAISLEY.
Date of Outbreak

:

July, 1893. Reporter: Dr. Munro, Co. M.O.H. Total Num-
ber of Cases

:

86. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected Milk :

86. Percentage to Total Cases: 100.

Exciting Cause of Oaffireat-.—Enteric fever in home of ice-cream vendor.
Putient in contact with business.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—X\\ cases among persons eating the ice

cream.
Reference.—^ninsu Medical Jouenal, 1894, vol. ii, p. 829.

37.—STOCKPOUT.
Date of Outbreak

:

July, 1893. Reporter: Dr. Porter, M.O.H. Total Number
of Cases: 9. Death: x. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk

:

9. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. Number of such Families
invaded: 9.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Milk cans rinsed at two farms—in the one with water from a dirty-looking
pool in a field where the cattle grazed, in the other with water from a
shallow well in proximity to a privy midden, and close to a slop water
channel of imperfect construction.
Exciting Cause of 0«<6reafc.—Probably infection ot milk on vendor's pre-

mises by dust from a specifically-infected privy pit.

Circumstances implicating Milk .—Among an extensive round of consumers
of the milk taken direct from the farms to their houses no cases vf fever
occurred, the attacks all being in the homes of customers buying milk
over the counter of the vendor’s shop.
Reference.— Special Report of the Medical Officer of Health. Public

Health, December, 1893, January, 1894.

33.-SIIILDOY AMI EAHT THICKI.EY. CO. lIlTRII.tll.

Date of Outbreak: Ju]y to September, 1893. Reporter: Dr R. Bruce Low,
L G B. Total Number of Cases

:

45. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspecterl Milk: 45. Percentage to Total Cases : 100. Number of Families
supplied by Milkman: n-j. Number of such Families invaded

:

26. Per-
centage: 17.6.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which Milk was derived.—
Room used for storing milk had one large window opening on to three
nncovered privy middens, furthest 33 feet away, nearest 23 feet; also 13
feet away an imperfectly trapped gulley in yard communicating with
sewer. Inside store room a sink pipe passed direct to sewer.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak —Three undoubted cases of typhoid fever oc-

curred on dairy premises in July and August. Milk stored all night in
room exposed to emanations from sewer, which ventilated directly into
room

;
room also open to infection from privy midden, on which were

cast the untreated bowel discharges of the dairy fever patients through-
out their illness.

Circumstances implicating Milk —The 45 cases were part of a much larger
prevalence regarded as due to sower emanations and the like. All the 45
I ases were in consumers of the milk. In one locality where the milk
went to 127 customers, 14 2 per cent, were attacked, as compared with
less than 3 per cent, of 93 customers of another dairyman.
Facts showing special Incidence of Disease .—Attacks in adult males rela-

tively more frequent than in females
; this perhaps accounted for by the

fact that the dairyman was also a publican, and frequently served tlie
milk over the bar to add to spirits consumed there by young colliers and
others.
Reference.—D.eport to Local Government Board.

3!*.—B.4MIOY. €0. CORK.
Date Of Outbreak

:

August, 1893. Reporter: Dr. J. Welply. Total Number of
Cases: 69. Deaths: 6. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk:^ 60. Percentage to Total Cases: 87. Number of Fain lies supplied
by Milkman and Number of such Families Invaded

:

Of 24 farms which
dealt with the creamery, 12 became infected

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairyfrom which Milk was Derived

:

Not
good ; original ca«e of fever imported from a distance.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.-—Axx imported case of enteric fever, which was

nursed by a milker. The milk thus contaminated was sent to a creamery.
Ttie separated milk from the latter was used in the houses in which the
fever appeared.
Circumstances implicating .ViH-.—Almost perfect correspondence cxist''d

between the area of milk distribution from the creamery and the extent
of the fever. Of the farms which did not deal with the creamery (about
180 in number), on only 2 did typhoid fever appear, and the persona who
suffered on these had taken food in one of the invaded houses, so that
Uieywcre indirectly affected from the common source. On tlie other
hand, of the much smaller number (about 24) that had dealings with the
creamery, 12 sufl'ered, and from i of these a labourer’s house had the in-
fection conveyed to it. This house was surrounded by farms not sending
milk to creamery, and from these fever was absent. Outside of the
limited area dealing with the butterfactory there was not. as far as known,
a case of typhoid fever. Twelve farms escaped the epidemic, though they
got separated milk from the creamery, but on some of these ttie milk was
not used without boiling, and on others it was given only to young cattle
and pigs.
Reference.—Lancet, vol. i, 1894.

40. -L.LUUE'I’II.
Date of Oidbreak: March and April, 1894, Reporter: Dr. Verdon, M.O.H.

Total Number of Cases: 59. Deaths: 10. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk: 55. Percentage to ToUd Cases: 93. Number
of Families supplied by Milkman

:

Several thousands of customers.
Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived.—

Tank in milk storehouse yard much polluted hy the dipping into it of
pails from stables and cowhouses, as well as of brushes used for washing
the van wheels, etc. Next to this tank stood the cauldron in which was
boiled the water for can-washing.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak —Thon^Yit oi as being the access in someway

of polluted water from the storehouse yard tank to the milk churns.
Circumstances implicating Milk .

—

All but four of the attacks were in con-
sumers of the one milk supply, the patients residing in ditl’erent parts of
different sanitary areas. ’The milk from one small section of the business
only in question, as close investigation proved. Stoppage of the supply
immediately followed (allowing for incubation period) by complete col-
lapse of the outbreak.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease —Milk specially taken at one

house for use of a particular inmate. He alone was attacked. In another
street the only customer was attacked.

J?«/erencc —Special Report of Medical Officer of Health. British Medi-
cal Journal, vol. i, 1894, p. 1148.

41.— B.AI'IP.
Dale of Outbreak; April, 1894. Reporter: Dr. J. Brown, M.O H. Total Num-

ber of Cases: 33. Deaths; 5. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers oj
Suspected Milk

:

30. Percentage to Total Cases: 91. Nuinber of Families
supplied by Milkman

;

30. Number of such Families invaded: 13. Per-
centage: 43.

Sanitary Circxtmslances of Farm or Dairy from which the Milk was derived .

—

Dairy farmer, who milked the cows, also the night-soil scavenger; and
probably conveyed the germs of the disease into Ins own household
Circumstances implicating Milk .—Of the households invaded, 11 obtained

milk from the same source. The supply being stopped, the outbreak
came to an end.
JSe/erence.—Annual Report for 1894.

42 —TORRIIAY.
Date of Outbreak: July, 1894. Reporter: Dr. Karkeek, M.O.H. Total Nxm-

ber of Cases

:

36. Deaths

:

8. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk: 29. Percentage to Total Cases: 81. Number of such
Families invaded

:

24.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was Derived .

—

Members of the farmer’s family (who had recently come) had typhoid
fever, and by some mismanagement the milk probably got specifically
contaminated. Farm water supply poor in quality.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak —Development of typhoid fever within a week

of the coining of the family from Exeter, first in the farmer, and later on
in his children.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—T\\o history of the epidemic showed

most unquestionably the relation of the disease to the particular milk
service

;
and 80 per cent, of the cases were in consumers of the implicated

milk.
/ie/erence.—Report of Medical Officer of Health.
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43.—GREAT HARWOOD, IAXC9.
Date of Ou(&renfc; January, 1895. Reporter; Dr. Sargeant, Co. M.O.H. Total

Numher of Cases

:

80. Deaths; $. Number of Cases amoiipst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk ; io. Percentage to Total Cases: 100. Number of Families
supplied by Milkman: 147. Number of such Families invaded

: 4g. Per-
centage; 33 - 3 -

Exitling Cause of OnJftreaJ:.—Illness of dairymaid (ambulatory form of
enteric fever), who milked the cows and washed the dairying utensils. •

Circumstances implicating Milk—In the invaded houses, 30 per cent, of
the members were attacked. No case occurred outside the particular
milk supply. The outbreak ceased, on the removal of the dairymaid, on
diagnosis of her illness.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease .—Drinkers of raw milk attacked

most virulently. One case attributed to a singleglass of raw milk.
Reference.—Britisb. Medical Journal, vol. i, 1895, pp. mo-ti.

44.—PLE3ISTE4D.
Date of Outbreak

;

May-June, 1895. Reporter; Dr. S. Davies, M.O.H. Tota.
Number of Cases: 177. Deaths; 2-^ Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of
Suspected Milk : 159. Percentage -of Totdl Cases : go. Number of Families
supplied by Milkman

:

Some 250.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Open tank in yard, exposed to pollution, and kept in uncleanly condition.
Water declared on analysis to be contaminated and unfit for drinking
purposes. Use in dairying operations denied.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak.—Not definitely fixable ; but bacteria found in

tank water closely resembling those found in milk, pointing to entry of
the former to the latter.

Circumstances implicating JHfi;.—Outbreak sudden in its onset. Ninety
per cent of the cases in consumers of the implicated milk. In 44 houses
of the 141 supplied by cart in Plumstead, 65 cases occurred. In one road
49 houses took the milk, and 29 suffered invasion. Of 150 other houses
near, and not taking the particular milk, only 2 had fever cases. Epi-
demic declined rapidly two weeks after closure of the dairy.
Facts showing Special Incidence of Disease.—One patient iiifected by drink-

ing the milk (not her household service) when calling upon her mother.
Reference.—Public Health, January, 1896.

4.'!.—RAIIAN DISPENSARY DISTRICT. CO. CORK.
Dale of Outbreak

:

1895 (ist half). Reporter: Dr. O Connor. Total Number of
Cases: 6. Deaths: 2. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk: 6. Percentage to Total Cases: 100. Number of Families Supplied
by Milkman: Many, with •' separated milk.” Number of such Families
invaded: 6.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Milk obtained from a large country district for the creamery at Mallow,
probably from a radius of 10 miles round, and from many farmers.
Exciting Cause of Outbreak —The “separated milk” which the farmers

get in return is used for making bread at home, which is eaten by the
family. The outside of the bread maybe safe, but not the inner portions,
the heat not being sufficient to destroy microbes.

Circumstances implicating Milk.—\n each case the fact of the person at-
tacked having used creamery milk was clearly proved.
Reference.— Cork Constitution, August 20th, 1895.

46,—ST. HELENS, LANCS.
Date of Outbreak: November. 1895. Reporter: Dr. Robertson, M.O.H.

Total Number of Cases: 12. Deaths: 2. Number of Cases amongst
Drinkers of Suspected Milk; 12. Percentage to Total Cases: 100. Num-
ber of Families supplied by Milkman: ?\-j. Number of such Families
invaded: 8. Percentage: 22.

Sanitary Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived.
Shippon in a filthy state; contained pigs and cows: floor rubble paved

;

gulley in shippon, which was inches deep in animal manure. Water
supply bad.
Exe ting Cause of Outbreak -—Milk exposed to specifically pollutea air,

and taken direct from the shippon to the cart. Relative of the milk
dealer ill with typhoid fever three "weeks after notification of first case.
Connection with dairying operations denied.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—A.W the cases occurred shortly alter the

insanitary premises began to be used as a cowshed, and they ceased when
the milk service was stopped.
.Kr/creuce.—Special Report of Medical Officer of Health.

47.—ITAR3IINSTER. HILTS.
Date of Outbreak: 1895. Reporter: Dr. Flower, M.O.H. Total Number of

Cases; 47. Deaths: 3. Number of Cases amongst Drinkers of Suspected
Milk: 34. Percentage to Total Cases

;

72. Number of Families taking
the Milk invaded ; 29.

Sanitam/ Circumstances of Farm or Dairy from which Milk was derived .

—

Brook highly contaminated with sewage running through the grazing
meadow.
Exciting Cause of Ordbreak.—Covrs ot the sewage-polluted stream.

Cows milked in the meadow in circumstances which may have led to
pollution of the milk by the water of the brook. Persons using the milk
spoke of its putrid and “ ropy” condition on two or three occasions.
Circumstances implicating Milk.—The disease was entirely confined to the

locality served by the implicated milk, with the exception of 2 cases that
were imported into the town. 11 cases being of persons constantly in
association with infected-milk drinkers,

iff/ere/ice.—Special Report of Medical Officer of Health.

48,—KIRKCALDY.
Dale of Outbreak

:

May, i8g6. Reporter: Dr. Mackay, M.O.H. Total Number
of Cases: 191. Deaths: 20.

Sanitary Circumstances ofFarm or Dairyfrom which the Milk was derived.—
Apparently good.
Exciting Cause of Ordb'eak.—Not discovered.
Circum'sta7ices implicating Scarcely a household into which the

milk was introduced escaped invasion by fever. Intensity diminished as
a rule inversely as the distance from the dairy. The epidemic ceased
after closure of the dairy.

Reference.— Cowkeeper and Dairyman's Journal, October, 1896.

Eknest Hakt.


